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1  
Introduction 

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE 

This revised guide has been developed to help teachers and program managers involved in the 
implementation of the five General Education for Adults courses (the ‗CGEA‘) accredited in 
2007 to make the most of the curriculum document and additional resources which inform and 
support its implementation. Revisions to the guide have been made in response to a survey of 
providers using the Guide conducted in 2007, and as a result of other feedback from providers 
using the CGEA curriculum during 2007 and 2008. The Guide is intended for both current and 
new users of the curriculum. It contains revised information as well as new material. 

It should be read in conjunction with the CGEA Curriculum Document (See Section 2 Finding 
and using key documents for information on obtaining the curriculum.) 

The guide provides advice on: 

 the Australian training system and the role of the CGEA within it 

 General Studies and Further Education curriculum in Victoria and the CGEA 

 finding and using key documents 

 identifying the most suitable course for your learners 

 using the CGEA Curriculum Document to identify course requirements 

 using authentic texts 

 developing a cluster program 

 integrating literacy units 

 interpreting a unit of competency 

 developing assessment tools and records 

 developing programs. 

 record keeping 
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At the end of each section you will find: 

 a list of the key points covered in the section 

 frequently asked questions (FAQs) and answers about topics covered in the section 

 further information about topics covered in the section. 

WHAT IS THE CGEA? 

The CGEA is a set of accredited courses designed to improve the literacy, numeracy and 
general education skills of adults aged 15 and over.  

It provides a range of educational opportunities to assist learners to meet personal learning 
needs and to increase participation in the community, the workplace, or in further education 
and training.  

The CGEA comprises 5 levels with one course and four qualifications: 

 21770VIC Course in Initial General Education for Adults 

 21771VIC Certificate I in General Education for Adults (Introductory) 

 21772VIC Certificate I in General Education for Adults 

 21773VIC Certificate II in General Education for Adults 

 21774VIC Certificate III in General Education for Adults. 

Changes to the CGEA 

In 2006 the CGEA curriculum was redeveloped and reaccredited following the Australian 
national (AQTF) standards for accredited course development using national templates. The 
curriculum development used a research-based approach. Research involved a literature 
review of language, literacy and numeracy theory, and current research on the needs of 
learners in adult settings. This research is summarised in Appendix D (page 61) of the 
curriculum document. Changes also took into account feedback from practitioners, learners 
and other stakeholder representatives. The process was managed by a representative steering 
committee of key stakeholders. 

Learner centred - contextualised - flexible 

The main changes are summarised below. 

 each course now has a core unit on developing a learning plan and portfolio. The courses 
at Certificates I and II levels also have a core unit on planning and implementing a project. 

 there is greater guidance in choosing elective units and modules. 

 the reading and writing and the numeracy and mathematics modules have been separated 
into smaller units to allow achievable outcomes and greater flexibility. 

 all aspects of numeracy have been retained but the learning outcomes at particular levels 
have been revised. 
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 a new course, 21770VIC Course in Initial General Education for Adults, has been added 
below the Introductory level to meet the needs of beginning literacy learners. This course 
has been supported by teachers working with learners in settings such as Corrections, or 
learners with sensory disabilities. On successful completion of this course students are 
awarded a Statement of Attainment. 

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

Vocational Education and Training (VET) in Australia is supported by a national system 
comprising: 

 the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) 

 the Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF) 

 Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) comprising ACE, TAFE and Private providers 

 state and territory registering authorities. 

Together, these elements provide a system to deliver, assess, administer and ensure the 
quality of national vocational education and training.  

The Australian Qualifications Framework 

The AQF defines all nationally recognised qualifications and provides a single framework for all 
qualifications from senior secondary certification to a doctorate. 

The Australian Quality Training Framework 

The AQTF is a set of nationally agreed quality assurance arrangements for training and 
assessment services delivered by training organisations. It provides the basis for a nationally 
consistent, high quality VET system.  

RTOs must comply with the AQTF2007 Essential Standards for Registered Training 
Organisations in order to register and remain registered to deliver nationally accredited training. 

The standards require an RTO to: 

 have systems in place to provide quality training and assessment meeting the 
requirements of the Training Packages and accredited courses delivered 

 have management systems which are responsive to the needs of clients, staff and 
stakeholders, and the environment in which the Registered Training Organisation operates 

 recognise the nationally endorsed qualifications issued by other RTOs 

 apply access and equity principles to provide timely and relevant information to assist its 
clients 

 have staff who have the relevant training and assessment competencies and vocational 
competencies and that they continue developing their vocational and training and 
assessment competencies. 
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Registered Training Organisations 

Training organisations must meet AQTF standards to be registered. Only registered training 
organisations can issue nationally recognised qualifications and deliver accredited training and 
assessment. 

State and territory registering authorit ies 

Registering authorities in each state and territory are responsible for registering and monitoring 
training organisations and ensuring they comply with AQTF standards. They also accredit VET 
courses and approve delivery of VET to overseas learners. In Victoria this is the VRQA 
(Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority). 

Curriculum Maintenance Managers 

In Victoria, Curriculum Maintenance Managers (CMMs) provide information and support on 
qualifications and courses for specific industries. Their role includes developing and 
maintaining Crown copyright curricula, supporting Training Package development and review, 
and promoting the development of knowledge and skills of VET providers in relation to training 
development and implementation. 

Victoria University is the CMM for General Studies and Further Education. The CMM team can 
assist you with support and advice on the CGEA. Their contact details are listed under ‗Further 
information‘ below. 

THE CGEA’S PLACE IN THE VET SYSTEM 

The CGEA is a set of accredited courses owned by the Adult, Community and Further 
Education Board (ACFEB), Department of Planning and Community Development, Victoria.  

The CGEA and any other Further Education accredited courses in Victoria must comply with 
Victorian Qualifications Authority (VRQA*) accreditation requirements and processes that are 
linked to the AQTF (Curriculum Strategy for ACFE, 2005). The CGEA is a group of courses 
designed to meet the needs of learners in developing pathways to further education, training 
and employment. This curriculum sits within a broader Further Education curriculum framework 
developed in Victoria and addresses the Ministerial Statement: Future Directions for Adult, 
Community Education in Victoria (2004). 

Victorian accredited courses are nationally recognised and both these and Training Package 
qualifications lead to national qualifications or Statements of Attainment. 

Accredited courses 

Accredited courses are an integral part of the VET system, specifically developed to meet 
training needs that are not addressed by existing Training Packages. Accredited courses are 
developed at State level. 
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An accredited course may consist of a combination of: 

 units of competency from one or more Training Packages 

 units of competency developed specifically for the accredited course 

 modules (allowed only in special circumstances where units of competency are not 
appropriate). 

There are currently no Training Package qualifications covering the general further education 
needs of adults who have left school early and who need to improve their literacy, basic maths 
and general education skills.  

The CGEA has been developed to address these needs. It is accredited under the authority of 
the VRQA and is used nationally with a range of learner groups by community education 
providers, TAFEs, universities, schools, and other RTOs. 

It consists of units of competency developed specifically for the CGEA, units of competency 
imported from a number of Training Packages, and a small number of modules, packaged 
together to form qualifications. 

Training Package units 

Training Packages contain units of competency that describe the skills and knowledge a 
person needs to perform a specific workplace task, function or role e.g. driving a taxi, operating 
a personal computer or managing finances. 

ADDING THE CGEA TO SCOPE OF 

REGISTRATION 

In order to deliver CGEA courses your organisation must be an RTO and it must have the 
relevant CGEA courses on its scope of registration. This process is explained on the Victorian 
Registration and Qualifications Authority (VRQA) web site. RTOs in other states and territories 
need to contact their State Training Authority.   

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CGEA 

TEACHERS AND ASSESSORS 

CGEA teachers must: 

 hold TAA40104 Certificate IV in Training and Assessment from the TAA04 Training and 
Assessment Training Package, or 

 be able to demonstrate equivalent competencies to those in TAA40104, 

 be under the direct supervision of a person who holds these competencies. 
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In addition, Vocational Competencies are required. CGEA teachers should have the following: 

 should have undertaken specialist study in teaching adult literacy and numeracy if teaching 
core skills for reading and writing or numeracy (see Appendix E in the CGEA Curriculum 
Document for a list of desirable skills and knowledge) 

 must have relevant vocational competencies for imported units, at least to the level being 
assessed. 

CGEA assessors must: 

 hold the following competencies from the TAA04 Training and Assessment Training 
Package: 

 TAAASS401B Plan and organise assessment 

 TAAASS402B Assess competence 

 TAAASS404C Participate in assessment validation, or 

 be able to demonstrate equivalent competencies to the competencies listed above. 

In addition CGEA assessors must have the relevant vocational competencies at least to the 
level being assessed. 

All CGEA teachers and assessors should have access to professional development to ensure a 
thorough knowledge of the qualifications and to ensure professional competence is maintained. 

Given the nature of the learner group, it is vitally important that CGEA teachers and assessors 
have a theoretical understanding of literacy and/or numeracy as well as an understanding of 
adult education principles. 

For further advice on teacher and assessor qualification requirements see Section B 5.2 
‗Assessor competencies‘ Section B 6.2 ‗Resources‘ and Appendix E ‗Knowledge and skills of 
teachers‘ in the CGEA Curriculum Document. 

Key points 

 The CGEA is designed for learners needing to develop their literacy, numeracy and 
general education skills and to prepare them for pathways to further study and 
employment. 

 The new CGEA has retained the focus of the old CGEA but some changes have been 
made in relation to reading and writing units, numeracy and mathematics units, and new 
units and modules. 

 The CGEA consists of units of competency developed specifically for the CGEA, units of 
competency imported from a number of Training Packages, and a small number of 
modules, packaged together to form one ‗course in‘ and four qualifications ranging from an 
initial course to a Certificate III in General Education for Adults. 

 The CGEA accredited courses are an integral part of the VET system, specifically 
developed to meet training needs that are not addressed by existing Training Packages. 

 The General Studies and Further Education CMM provides information and support on the 
CGEA. 

 CGEA teachers and assessors must meet specific competency and vocational 
requirements and continue to develop their teaching and assessment skills through 
professional development. 
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 Given the nature of the learners, it is vitally important that CGEA teachers and assessors 
have a theoretical understanding of literacy and/or numeracy as well as an understanding 
of adult education principles. 

FAQs 

Q Is the CGEA a Training Package? 

A No. The CGEA is a set of accredited courses.  

Q What Further Study pathways are there from 21774VIC Certificate III in General Education 
for Adults? 

A  Decisions about which option for further study is most suitable is best done on an 
individual basis, in consultation with the learner concerned. For example, after completing 
the Certificate III, learners have gone onto courses such as the Victorian Certificate of 
Education (Year 12), or the Diploma of Liberal Arts, or Higher Education courses. Please 
note that 21774VIC Certificate III in General Education for Adults is listed as an eligible 
Year 12 equivalent course on the DEST web-site. 

Q Do I have to purchase a copy of the curriculum before I can get it on our scope of 
registration? 

A No, but you do need to obtain a copy. When you download a copy from the TSN website 
you will see the AEShareNet-P logo for the Preserve Integrity instant licence: 

. 

 When you download material with this mark, you may use, copy and/or re-distribute any 
material covered by an AEShareNet-P licence. You do not need to do anything to formalise 
an AEShareNet-P licence. The licence arises automatically. More information can be found 
at http://www.aesharenet.com.au/P4/. 

Q Can I obtain advice from the Curriculum Maintenance Manager on managing the enrolment 
process? 

A No. The role of the Curriculum Maintenance Manager is to provide information and support 
on the CGEA courses. RTOs are responsible for enrolment management. Program 
managers are encouraged to work collaboratively to solve any enrolment issues. 

Q I have the BSZ40198 Certificate IV in Assessment and Workplace Training, not the 
TAA40404 Certificate IV in Training and Assessment. Do I have to upgrade to the TAA 
qualification before I can teach and assess the CGEA courses? 

A No, the BSZ qualification is considered equivalent for the purposes of compliance with the 
AQTF 2007 standards. 

Q I am an IT trainer and hold TAA40404 Certificate IV in Training and Assessment. Can I 
teach and assess the literacy or numeracy units of the CGEA? 

A While holding the TAA04 qualification (or equivalent) is a requirement for all teachers and 
assessors working in VET and adult community education if you are delivering accredited 
courses, you also need to hold the ‗vocational competencies‘ for the units which you teach 
and assess.  

 

 

http://www.aesharenet.com.au/P4/
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 For teachers of the literacy and numeracy units, the expectation is that you would hold 

specialist qualifications in teaching adult literacy and numeracy. Refer to Section B 6.2 of 

the CGEA Curriculum Document and Appendix E, which describes the desirable skills and 
knowledge of a literacy and numeracy teacher. Having information technology 
qualifications and experience would not be sufficient to be able to teach and assess the 
literacy or numeracy units in the CGEA courses.  

 RTOs setting up CGEA programs should ensure that they develop a strategy for staff 
selection based on all of the stated requirements in Section B: 5.2, 6.2 and Appendix E. 

 Section B 6.2 also states that teachers ‗should have access to professional development to 
ensure a thorough knowledge of the CGEA qualifications and to ensure professional 
competence is maintained.‘  

Further information 

Adult, Community and 
Further Education 
(ACFE) 
http://www.acfe.vic.gov.au/ 

 

Adult, Community and Further Education (ACFE), Department of 
Planning and Community Development, provides lifelong learning 
opportunities for Victorian adults, contributing to their social, economic, 
and cultural development as individuals and members of the Victorian 
community. 

Its website includes resources, research reports and publications. This 
Implementation Guide can be downloaded from the curriculum page 
http://www.acfe.vic.gov.au/web11/ACFEMain.nsf/allDocs/RWPE78BCEE
D4E0015F9CA2573E600060831?OpenDocument 

Department of Education, 
Employment and 
Workplace Relations 
(DEEWR)  
http://www.deewr.gov.au/S
kills/Pages/default.aspx 

 

DEEWR works in collaboration with states and territories, industries, the 
community and other government agencies to develop and implement 
national education, science and training policies. 

Its Web site includes a section on training and skills, VET publications 
and resources, information for teachers and administrators, and links to 
other VET sites. 

It also contains a Literacy and Numeracy website with useful resources 
http://www.literacynet.deewr.gov.au/ 

CMM  General Studies and 
Further Education  

The CMM General Studies and Further Education is based at Victoria 
University. The CMM contact details are:  

Liz Davidson: phone 03 9919 8327 

Email: sicmm.generalstudies@vu.edu.au 

National Training 
Information Service (NTIS) 
www.ntis.gov.au 

The NTIS provides a search and browse function that allows you to 
locate and download specific Training Packages, qualifications, courses, 
units of competency, and RTOs.  

Skills Victoria  

http://www.skills.vic. 
gov.au/ 

Skills Victoria (formerly OTTE) provides Victorian course and careers 
information for prospective students, apprentices, training organisations 
and employers.  

Training Packages @ work 
http://www.tpatwork.com/D
efault.asp 

Training Packages @ Work is a free, online, newsletter for people 
working in the VET sector. It is published monthly and features the latest 
information on the development and implementation of Training 

http://www.acfe.vic.gov.au/
http://www.acfe.vic.gov.au/web11/ACFEMain.nsf/allDocs/RWPE78BCEED4E0015F9CA2573E600060831?OpenDocument
http://www.acfe.vic.gov.au/web11/ACFEMain.nsf/allDocs/RWPE78BCEED4E0015F9CA2573E600060831?OpenDocument
http://www.deewr.gov.au/Skills/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.deewr.gov.au/Skills/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.literacynet.deewr.gov.au/
mailto:sicmm.generalstudies@vu.edu.au
http://www.ntis.gov.au/
http://www.tpatwork.com/Default.asp
http://www.tpatwork.com/Default.asp
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Packages and other key issues in the training sector: 

 This site also contains Back 2 Basics, a collection of informative, 
straightforward articles and case studies on the national training 
system and VET implementation.  

Training Support Network 
http://trainingsupport.otte.vi
c.gov.au/ 

Download or order the CGEA Curriculum Document and download 
executive summaries for each of the CGEA courses from this site.  

You can also search this site for other accredited courses that may 
contain modules that you wish to import. (See Section 2.) 

This site also provides free VET teaching resources, and links to teacher 
networks and curriculum maintenance managers. 

training.com.au 
http://www.training.com.au/ 

This is a good site to check for current information about the Australian 
VET system. 

It has the latest information on the AQTF and VET news and events, as 
well as specific information for training organisations, businesses and 
employers and people involved in apprenticeships and traineeships. 

Victorian Registration and 
Qualifications Authority 
(VRQA) 
http://www.vrqa.vic.gov.au 

The VRQA provides advice on extension to scope of registration and 
other provider registration matters. 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/
http://www.training.com.au/
http://www.vrqa.vic.gov.au/
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2  
Finding and using key 

documents 
To successfully plan for and implement the CGEA you must be familiar with the key documents 
that inform and support it. 

These are: 

 The CGEA Curriculum Document. This provides essential information about the structure, 
content and outcomes of CGEA courses. 

 The current version of the AQTF Standards for Registered Training Organisations. This 
specifies the requirements for training and assessment, learning and assessment 
strategies, and trainer and assessor qualifications. 

 The relevant assessment guidelines for imported Training Package units of competency. 
These are designed to be consistent with the AQTF and to set the industry‘s approach to 
assessment. 

 Any Training Package units or accredited course units or modules which you wish to use 
that are not included in the CGEA Curriculum Document. 

CGEA CURRICULUM DOCUMENT 

When planning implementation of the CGEA it is essential to check the CGEA Curriculum 
Document. The document has three sections: 

Section A provides general information about the curriculum including course developer details, 
copyright information, codes required for statistical reporting and the period of accreditation.  

Section B provides detailed course information including: 

 the name and nominal duration of each course 

 how and why the CGEA was developed 

 course outcomes 

 a list of units imported from Training Packages 
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 course structures, including nominal hours for each unit or module 

 entry requirements, pathways, and customisation rules 

 assessment strategies, including assessor competency requirements, recognition of prior 
learning and mutual recognition requirements 

 advice on delivery, including teaching competency requirements, delivery modes and 
physical and human resources 

 appendices which include: 

 an employability skills summary 

 background information on the reading and writing units and the numeracy and 
mathematics units 

 desirable teaching knowledge and skills. 

 

Section C contains CGEA units and modules. 

Obtaining the CGEA Curriculum Document 

You can obtain the CGEA Curriculum Document 

 by downloading an electronic copy from the Training Support Network Web site (see 
below) 

 by ordering a hard copy on the Training Support Network Web site (see below) 

 by ordering a hard copy or CD-ROM from the SICMM Clearinghouse (phone 03 9919 
8413). 

When you download or order the curriculum document you will receive the entire document, 
covering all of the courses in the CGEA. 

Executive summaries for each course are also available. 

To download the CGEA Curriculum Document follow these steps: 

1 Go to http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/default.cfm 

2 Select ‗Curriculum Documents‘ from the left side menu. 

3 Complete the relevant fields under the ‗Curriculum Documents Search Facility' heading 
(half-way down the screen). 

For example if you wish to find 21773VIC Certificate II in General Education for Adults you 
could search: 

 by course name: General Education for Adults 

 by state code: 21773VIC 

 by certificate level: Certificate II 

 by national code: (use the state code—21773VIC) 

 by keyword: e.g. adult 

 by CMM (Curriculum Maintenance Manager) area: Service industries – 
General Studies and Further Education. 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/default.cfm
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4 You will need to complete a form with your details before you can download the curriculum. 
This is required for the intellectual property register. Once you have done this you can  

 download the executive summary 

 download the curriculum 

 order the curriculum document. 

TRAINING PACKAGE ASSESSMENT 

GUIDELINES 

When delivering and assessing Training Package units, RTOs must follow the assessment 
guidelines in the parent Training Package. These guidelines provide advice on the industry‘s 
approach to assessment and on how to ensure that assessment will comply with the AQTF. 
They should be read in conjunction with the assessment advice in the relevant unit(s) of 
competency. 

If you are importing individual units of competency from one or more Training Packages into 
the CGEA qualifications, you do not need to get the parent Training Package on your scope of 
registration. 

Obtaining assessment guidelines 

To read the assessment guidelines for a particular Training Package you will need to download 
from the National Training Information Service (NTIS) volume 1 of the Training Package. 
(Assessment guidelines are found in the first volume of each Training Package.) 

The NTIS has a set of user guides which takes you through a range of search processes, step 
by step, including How can I download a particular Training Package?.  

1 To download this guide go to http://www.ntis.gov.au. 

2 Scroll to the last box on the screen and click on ‗Click here for NTIS User Guides‘. 

3 Click on the relevant guide and follow its directions. 

 

IMPORTED UNITS AND MODULES 

The CGEA Curriculum Document includes suggested elective units from Training Packages 
and units or modules from Victorian Crown copyright curricula. 

Suggested imported Training Package units are listed in Section B 3.2 ‗Competency 
standards‘. 

Suggested imported units and modules from accredited courses are listed in a table at the end 
of Section B 4.1 ‗Course structure‘ on page 42.  

http://www.ntis.gov.au/Helpguides/User_Guide_How_To_Download_Training_Package.pdf
http://www.ntis.gov.au/
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It is also possible to select elective units from other Training Packages and units or modules 
from accredited Crown copyright courses, providing your choice complies with the packaging 
advice for the CGEA course (found in the relevant table under Section B 4.1 ‗Course structure‘) 

It is also possible to import elective units or modules from other state owned curricula providing 
your choice complies with the packaging advice for the CGEA course. Providers will need to 
contact the owner of the curriculum in the relevant state for information on obtaining units or 
modules from other state owned curricula.  

Obtaining suggested electives 

Units of competency from Training Packages 

To obtain units of competency you can download individual units or the entire Training Package 
from the NTIS Web site. 

For information on downloading a unit of competency follow the steps under the heading 
‗Obtaining assessment guidelines on page 12 then click on the user guide How can I find the 

competency for a particular unit on NTIS? and follow its directions. 

Modules and units from accredited curricula  

To download curricula for suggested electives in the CGEA Curriculum Document follow the 
steps under the heading ‗Obtaining the CGEA Curriculum Document‘ on page 11. 

To find units or modules from Victorian accredited courses, search for the course under 
Curriculum Documents on the Training Support Network Web site. Modules and units are not 
available separately but can be searched within a curriculum document.  

Superseded units and modules  

Since the publication of the curriculum document in 2006, some of the units and modules listed 
in the CGEA qualifications from other Training Packages and accredited courses have been 
superseded. This is because the Training Packages and reaccredited courses have been 
revised and changed. During 2009, the CGEA will be revised to take account of these changes. 
In the meantime, providers should continue to use the units and modules as listed in the 
curriculum document. 

If you are unable to obtain the listed unit or module, please contact the CMM the General 
Studies and Further Education. The CMM can also provide advice on suitable electives. 

Key points 

 To successfully plan for and implement the CGEA you must be familiar with the key 
documents that inform and support it. 

 Check the CGEA Curriculum Document for essential information about the structure, 
content and outcomes of CGEA courses. 

 Check the current version of the AQTF Standards for Registered Training Organisations for 
the requirements for training and assessment, learning and assessment strategies, and 
trainer and assessor qualifications. 

 Read the relevant assessment guidelines for imported Training Package units of 
competency. 

 Download Training Package units from the NTIS. 

http://www.ntis.gov.au/Helpguides/User_Guide_How_To_Find_a_Competency_for_a_Unit.pdf
http://www.ntis.gov.au/Helpguides/User_Guide_How_To_Find_a_Competency_for_a_Unit.pdf
http://www.ntis.gov.au/Helpguides/User_Guide_How_To_Find_a_Competency_for_a_Unit.pdf
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 If you are new to the NTIS read the NTIS User Guides for advice on carrying out common 
tasks on the NTIS. 

 Download Victorian accredited courses containing units or modules you wish to use from 
the Training Support Network site, or contact the General Studies and Further Education 
CMM. Note that it is not presently possible to search at the unit or module level on the TSN 
site. You will need to download the curriculum document in which the unit or module is 
located and then search the document for the specific unit or module. 

FAQs 

Q To use an imported Training Package unit does the RTO have to have the unit or its parent 
Training Package on its scope of registration?  

A The RTO does not need to have the unit or its parent Training Package on its Scope of 
Registration unless it is advertising and delivering the unit separately to the CGEA. 

Q Is it the same for imported modules and units from accredited curriculum? 

A Yes. 

Q Can I download the CGEA Curriculum Document or any other Victorian curriculum 
documents from the NTIS? 

A No. A search for a CGEA or other accredited course on the NTIS will provide information 
such as the course‘s state code, the name of the developer, copyright information and the 
date the course was accredited, but you will need to go to the Training Support Network 
Web site http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au  to download or order the curriculum.  

Further information 

Department of Education, 
Science and Training (DEST) 

http://www.dest.gov.au/sector
s/training_skills/default.htm 

 

DEST works in collaboration with states and territories, industries, the 
community and other government agencies to develop and implement 
national education, science and training policies. 

Its Web site includes a section on training and skills, VET publications 
and resources, information for teachers and administrators, and links 
to other VET sites. 

The Web site includes the AQTF Standards for Registered Training 
Organisations but you may find it simpler to find them via 
training.com.au. 

General Studies and Further 
Education CMM 

The General Studies and Further Education CMM is based at Victoria 
University. The CMM contact details are:  

Liz Davidson: 03 9919 8327 

Nadia Casarotto:  03 9919 8347 

Fax: 03 9919 8345 

Email: sicmm.generalstudies@vu.edu.au 

NTIS 

http://www.ntis.gov.au/ 

 

The NTIS provides a search and browse function that allows you to 
find specific Training Packages, qualifications, courses, units of 
competency, and RTOs. 

 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/default.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/default.htm
mailto:sicmm.generalstudies@vu.edu.au
http://www.ntis.gov.au/
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Download assessment guidelines and units of competency from 
Training Packages that you wish to import from this site. Accredited 
courses are not available from this site. 

Training Support Network 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.
gov.au/ 

Download or order the CGEA Curriculum Document and download 
executive summaries for each of the CGEA courses from this site.  

You can also search this site for other Victorian accredited courses 
that may contain units or modules that you wish to import. (See 
Section 2.) 

This site also provides free VET teaching resources, and links to 
teacher networks and curriculum maintenance managers. 

training.com.au 

http://www.training.com.au/ 

This is a good site to check for current information about the Australian 
VET system. 

It has the latest information on the AQTF and VET news and events, 
as well as specific information for training organisations, businesses 
and employers and people involved in apprenticeships and 
traineeships. 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/
http://www.training.com.au/
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3  
Knowing your learners  

This section provides information on placement of learners. The CGEA courses are one of a 
number of possible Further Education options for adult learners. There is a range of other 
options provided in the General Studies & Further Education suite of courses to suit learners 
from diverse educational backgrounds with diverse needs and to provide pathways. A list of 
current courses is included in Appendix C. For the purposes of ACFE Board funding, all of 
these are regarded as ‗entry-level‘. Sections B: 2.1 and 3 in the CGEA Curriculum Document 
provide background on the learner group for whom the courses are designed. 

PATHWAYS FROM THE CGEA 

The new CGEA has been structured so that you can tailor programs to suit the needs of 
learners by selecting, customising and contextualising units which will provide pathways for 
learners to participate in the community, the workforce or go on to further education and 
training. 

(For further information about tailoring a program see ‗Interpreting units of competency‖ on 
page 45). 

The nature of these pathways will be defined by the units and modules selected. Case studies 
in this document provide examples of how the CGEA Curriculum Document can be used to 
plan programs to support specific pathways. 

For example Case study 2 on page 28 shows how delivering CGEA courses within a 
horticultural context could provide learners with opportunities to move on to a range of work 
opportunities or further studies in the fields of horticulture, retail, science or hospitality. 
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WHICH CGEA CERTIFICATE LEVEL BEST SUITS 

MY LEARNER(S)? 

To identify the most suitable CGEA qualification level for a learner start by checking the CGEA 
Curriculum Document. 

1 Check the course outcomes in Section B 3. 

2 Check the entry requirements in Section B 4.2. 

3 Also check the outcomes of the courses at the levels above and below the one you are 
investigating.  

4 Once you have identified the most suitable course check the units (or modules) in the 
course to see how they fit the learner‘s abilities and interests. Pay particular attention to: 

a. The unit descriptor. This provides information on the focus of the unit and for whom it is 
suitable. If it is a reading, writing, or numeracy and mathematics unit it will also state 
how the unit contributes to the achievement of National Reporting System (NRS) 
levels. (See NRS levels on page 19.)  

b. The elements and performance criteria. These provide information on the essential 
outcomes of the unit and the performance required to achieve the outcomes. 

c. The required skills and knowledge. These describe the essential skills and knowledge 
required for the successful completion of the unit. 

d. The critical aspects for assessment and evidence required to demonstrate 
competency. The critical aspects should reflect what someone competent in the unit is 
able to do and what is acceptable evidence to permit a teacher to make a professional 
judgment. (For further advice on interpreting a unit of competency see page 45.) 

e. To help clarify your decision ask yourself: 

 Is the learner capable of achieving the outcomes specified? 

 How much support will the learner need? 

 Is this course the most suitable to meet the needs of the learner? (See ‗Other 
relevant courses‘ below.) 

Note: Sometimes it is difficult to judge whether a learner is in the level best suited to their 
requirements until they have spent some time in the course. If funding and organisational 
arrangements permit, it is good practice to shift the learner into the next level when they are 
ready to move on. 
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NRS levels 

The National Reporting System (NRS) is a nationally recognised mechanism for reporting 
outcomes of adult English language, literacy and numeracy programs. In 2008 its replacement 
was launched: The Australian Core Skills Framework (DEEWR 2008). The current version of 
the curriculum refers to the NRS. 

Section B 2.1 ‗Industry/enterprise/community needs‘ in the CGEA Curriculum Document 
explains how the required outcomes of the reading, writing, and numeracy and mathematics 
units at each level of the CGEA contribute to the achievement of NRS indicators. NRS 
information is also provided in the unit descriptors of the reading, writing, and numeracy and 
mathematics units. 

For information about the NRS, including a guide for new users and case studies, visit the 
National Reporting System Web site (see ‗Further information‘ below).  

Other relevant courses 

Some intending learners may find courses other than those in the CGEA more suitable for their 
needs. A list of General Studies & Further Education accredited courses is in Appendix C. 

English as Second Language (ESL) learners with developing communication skills may gain 
greater benefits from undertaking courses in the current (until June 30 2009) ESL Framework 
(21496VIC – 21505VIC), which include speaking and listening skills modules. From 1st January 
2009 the 10 new ESL qualifications can be delivered. These replacement qualifications (1/1/09 
– 31/12/13) are listed in Appendix C. 

ESL learners with high oracy and low literacy skills may benefit from undertaking a CGEA 
course.  

Learners who need more practice with speaking and listening skills may benefit from a CGEA 
course which contains modules / units imported from the ESL Framework. 

For learners who have individual, special learning needs such as those with an intellectual 
disability, learning disabilities, developmental delay or those with specific disorders, such as 
autism spectrum or ADHA, 21671VIC Certificate I in Transition Education or 21672VIC 
Certificate I in Work Education may be a better choice. 

Learners with clear vocational goals may undertake industry qualifications combined with units 
from the CGEA.  Learners already in the workforce may be ‗time poor‘ and wish to improve 
their literacy and numeracy skills on a part-time basis, or as part of a workplace program. In 
this case, individual units or modules from the CGEA may be undertaken. 

Key points 

 To identify the most suitable course for a learner start by checking the CGEA Curriculum 
Document. 

 Use the CGEA Curriculum Document to identify the outcomes and entry requirements of 
the courses. 

 Some learners may be better suited to other courses such as ESL, Transition Education or 
Work Education courses. 
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 It is important to design programs that meet the needs of the learners and that will provide 
opportunities for them to move on to paid or voluntary work, involvement in the community 
or further education and training. 

 Including units from other General Studies and further Education curriculum as electives 
can help to tailor courses to suit particular learners, e.g. using ESL units in the CGEA or 
vice versa. 

FAQs 

Q Do I have to conduct a separate class for each level? 

A It is possible to enrol learners with different skill levels in different courses but to group 
them together for classroom delivery. 

Q Should I conduct a pre-course assessment?  

A In order to place learners in a course which meets their needs, it is necessary to conduct a 
pre-course assessment. The level of formality of this process will vary. A pre-course 
assessment provides an opportunity to discuss the features of the program with learners 
and for learners to clarify aspects of the course. It is also an opportunity for the provider to 
identify literacy and numeracy skills of the learner. The NRS is a tool that is useful for this. 

Further information 

National Reporting System 
Online 

http://www.nrs.dest.gov.au/
default.htm 

The NRS Web site provides comprehensive information about the 
principles of assessment and tools for determining the language, literacy 
and numeracy skills of learners. Competency statements are provided for 
literacy, numeracy and oral communication. 

Australian Core Skills 
Framework 
www.acsf.deewr.gov.au 

The ACSF website provides access to the replacement for the NRS 
which was launched in 2008. 

Training Support Network 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vi
c.gov.au/default.cfm?menu
=1 

Download or order the CGEA Curriculum Document and executive 
(curriculum) summaries for each of the CGEA courses from this site.  

http://www.nrs.dest.gov.au/default.htm
http://www.nrs.dest.gov.au/default.htm
http://www.acsf.deewr.gov.au/
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/default.cfm?menu=1
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/default.cfm?menu=1
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/default.cfm?menu=1
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4  
Using authentic texts 

CASE STUDY 1: USING AUTHENTIC TEXTS TO 

BUILD LITERACY SKILLS 

Sam currently has been delivering the 21251VIC Certificate II in General Education for Adults. 
He knows some learners well after working with them the previous year and is aware of their 
suspicion of too much busy work. He also knows that the learners want to work with authentic 
texts. 

For Sam, this expression authentic texts, when used in adult literacy, implies a program that 
does more than replicate the language and multiple media of real life…although these words 
(real life) provide a useful start. Sam hopes for something more; he would really like to develop 
a program that somehow gets learners to want to use the language they explore in the 
classroom for their own purposes. 

For example, following some spirited discussion with the learners, Sam believes that he can 
work with them—and the Electoral Commission Education Centre—to produce a successful 
program through which learners will understand basic government and election systems. He 
even hopes that the program will encourage learners to get involved in arguments about issues 
such as compulsory voting and to develop habits such as checking the daily political cartoon in 
the newspaper! 

However, he wants more than that. 

He knows that the learners are focused on their own and immediate day-to-day life and 
therefore wonders how to produce a program that leads to discussion about (government) 
issues from another point of view. For instance, Is it reasonable to expect a local MP to know 
about or be particularly interested in the world of ‗second-chance‘ education in which his 
learners are involved? 
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Sam wants the program to provide knowledge and development of learning skills but 
authenticity might be proven only by evidence of ‗attitudinal change‘ by learners (and by 
teacher) or at least some indication of appreciating someone‘s contrary opinion. 

At this stage, he feels some trepidation. 

Learner profile 

There are some 20 learners in this class—when they all turn up. Actually, most learners do 
arrive on time at class, scheduled for three hours on each of three mornings a week. (By the 
way, Sam suspects that learners will agree with his suggestion that no one theme should 
occupy those entire nine hours per week except in special circumstances.) 

Although the program is designated as a Certificate II class, Sam is a realist and knows that 
within this group (as with most groups) there is a range of skill levels and interest levels which 
will require him to plan extra support for some learners and extension work for others. 

After all, not only do learners‘ skill levels vary but also their reasons for joining the class, from 
yearning to earning, from enthusiastic return-to-study to income through attendance. Of course, 
these differences sometimes carry over into interest shown in various ideas being debated. 
Nevertheless, Sam is able to identify some common themes as learners nominate a range of 
topics that reflect their dual concern for a program which will not only affect them in immediate 
and practical ways but will also feed their desire for involvement in more sophisticated 
argument. 

After noisy discussion, the learners agree on an overall goal. This year is an election year (and 
Sam can‘t resist the chance to point out the parallel between the noisy discussion and question 
time in Parliament). 

The group decides that the program should be structured around an election theme—
appropriate to a year with a Federal election. They spend a few minutes brainstorming ideas for 
a program that would take the seven weeks remaining until the mid-year break. These few 
minutes reveal a wide range of knowledge about Australia‘s political systems, parties, and the 
impact of political decisions on their lives, beginning with attitudes such as ‗Don‘t know‘ and 
occasionally ‗Don‘t care‘, but eventually showing almost a united front in wanting to know more 
about issues such as ‗Why should I be forced to vote?‘, ‗How can my single vote make any 
difference?‘ and ‗At the end of the day, aren‘t the politicians all the same?‘. 

A couple of learners want to focus more directly on local state politics; Victoria, in this case. 
Sam‘s response is to promise that he will prepare a program for now that covers the earlier, 
general questions about government and elections whereas a supplementary program about 
state politics could be developed later in the year (although he does promise that, for the time 
being, he will write down some ideas in anticipation). 

For the immediate program on an election theme, Sam contacts the Electoral Commission 
during lunch time because he knows that visits to their education centres are very popular and 
that services like this change from time to time. For example he learns that the Melbourne 
office is likely to move some time in 2007 although no details have yet appeared on their Web 
site at www.aec.gov.au. 

The idea of developing a program concerned with ‗civics‘ is a perennial chestnut for many 
teachers and Sam is no exception. He‘s played around with the theme for several years and is 
familiar with articles in adult literacy journals about projects on civics and politics. In fact, as a 

http://www.aec.gov.au/
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result of these experiences, he has little difficulty later that day in sketching an overall plan that 
follows up on the classroom discussion. 

His mind-map and dot points spill all over the page and begin to cluster around sub-themes 
that require explanation about things such as the different levels of government, the provision 
of government services or issues to do with who gets to vote. At the same time, his draft plans 
look into the sort of skill development that he believes should result from the program; skills 
concerned with interpreting ‗the facts‘, managing a complex program of activities and types of 
resources, and learning how to make better use of learning experience outside the classroom. 

Not that his plans ignore the more conventional labels of vocabulary, spelling, comprehension, 
arithmetic calculations and so on; they are integral to everything he is writing in this provisional 
plan. 

Check the course structure 

After he has finished sketching the wish list, Sam checks the table headed ‗21773VIC 
Certificate II in General Education for Adults Structure‘ in Section B 4.1 ‗Course structure‘ of the 
CGEA Curriculum Document to begin organising the program according to the guidelines of the 
new curriculum. He locates a number of units which seem to suit his program. 

Sam starts with the special interest electives because this seems the best way for learners to 
see the connection between today‘s decision and the official curriculum. He looks at: 

 VBQM483 Australian History 

 VBQM480 Australian Government 

 VBQM484 Current Affairs. 

He selects VBQM480 and VBQM484. 

He then looks at the texts units: 

 VBQU147 Engage with a range of texts of some complexity to participate in the community 

 VBQU151 Create a range of texts of some complexity to participate in the community. 

He notes that these units will allow: 

 classroom work built around various displays, word documents, use of external 
organisations, guided online research and so on 

 some pre- and post-program self-assessment activities for learners (here he refreshes his 
memory of assessment prescriptions described in Section B 5 of the CGEA Curriculum 
Document)) 

 a small range of audiotapes to supplement the display components of the program (useful 
when absent learners return, too) 

 activities that require individual and group work 

 a range of resources which he is skilled enough to prepare within the reasonable limits of 
his contractual employment  

 six sub-themes relating to: 

 facts and opinions, perception and deception—using visual and word-based texts 
(e.g. optical illusions, picture of the ‗architectural‘ deception of the Parthenon, claims 

https://webmail.vu.edu.au/test/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/UR2NQ1UR/VBQU147.doc
https://webmail.vu.edu.au/test/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/UR2NQ1UR/VBQU151.doc
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about being quoted out of context) to introduce facts, arguments and interpretations 
to do with the three levels of government in Australia, entitlement to vote by women 
in recent times and by slaves in the birthplace of democracy [VBQM480, VBQU147] 

 getting assistance—using local history about flood/fire/storm to introduce a scenario 
in which a person seeks emergency and longer-term help from government and non-
government agencies through advocacy, phone calling and filling-in of forms 
[VBQU147, VBQU151] 

 the language of politics from acronyms to ‗weasel‘ words, from spin to SMS 
referenda [VBQU147] 

 values applicable to or even at risk in representative democracy—from questions 
raised during the discussion: How can my one vote make a difference? Should the 
voting age in Australia be lowered (again)? How do the different forms of election 
(first-past-the-post, proportional representation, and so on) provide fair results? Are 
there similar have- and have-not scenarios in urban and remote settings? 
[VBQM480, VBQM484]  

 excursions both real and virtual to useful (and enjoyable) organisations, from the 
Electoral Commission education centres to the local town hall, as well as learner 
review of a heap of online resources [VBQU147] 

 project work, such as learner development of a display presentation that becomes 
the venue for a changing exhibition of current affairs portrayed with political cartoons, 
letters to newspaper editors and progressive learner voting on the issues contained. 
For this part of the program Sam intends to draw initially on units VBQU142 and 
VBQU143. He also recognises that a display must look a bit professional if it is to be 
scrutinised and that some training will be required for learners to produce a display 
that finds credibility (and interest) from the invited local MP who comes to talk to 
learners from a range of classes about A Day in the Life Of… [VBQM484, 
VBQU151]. 

At this stage, Sam knows that he has still not yet provided robustly authentic experience! He 
still wants to find ways to get learners to think about things from the point of view of other 
people such as a politician, a bureaucrat, someone in authority who may or may not hold an 
informed opinion about the democratic rights and responsibilities of learners involved in 
‗second-chance education programs‘. 

More than ever before, he realises how useful it would be to think about an extended program 
using more of the units, perhaps next semester, to respond to the interest expressed in study of 
the local state parliamentary scene. 

In fact, already he is beginning to devise a range of projects that could work well in this next 
program (assuming that interest in politics has been maintained); a brief visit to the home page 
of Victoria‘s Electoral Commission Web site shows that the Commission provides information in 
18 languages other than English. Here is one idea that seems worth pursuing during semester 
two. 

Meanwhile, however, the general program begins next week. Now, where are those optical 
illusions and political cartoons that can be used to start the ball rolling? 

https://webmail.vu.edu.au/test/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/UR2NQ1UR/VBQU147.doc
https://webmail.vu.edu.au/test/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/UR2NQ1UR/VBQU147.doc
https://webmail.vu.edu.au/test/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/UR2NQ1UR/VBQU151.doc
https://webmail.vu.edu.au/test/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.IE5/UR2NQ1UR/VBQU147.doc
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Key points 

 The new CGEA encourages the use of authentic texts and allows for learners to participate 
actively in their selection. 

 Authentic texts (in a variety of media) can be accessed by learners with suitable visual and 
other supports. 

 Structuring activities in a ‗real life‘ context is part of the authenticity through experience of 
the actual worlds of people, positions and agencies. 

 Lifelong habits can be given further reinforcement as part of transfer to everyday life e.g. 
developing habits in looking at political cartoons and polls or survey reporting in 
newspapers  

FAQs 

Q Is it a problem when some learners claim they have ‗done‘ government already and they 
expect to be bored? 

A This program will focus on what learners want to know through use of hands-on experience 
with real people, real materials, presented in an engaging way, which remains compatible 
with current, formal curriculum requirements. 

Q There seem to be so many resources already available. Why is a new program needed or 
is there a reason why existing resources are not used more frequently? 

A Teachers are such busy people that they find that they often under-utilise good resources. 
This program tries to provide a useful framework to integrate some of those resources with 
experience which is personalised and entertaining without becoming trivialised. 

Q Does the program make reasonable demands of time and cost of materials on a teacher? 

A Much material is available through everyday sources such as newspapers, online sources 
and organisations whose job it is to help the classroom teacher (with no copyright barriers). 
Admittedly, there are demands on the teacher‘s time in pulling it all together for example 
standing at the photocopier, setting up displays. 

Further information –  small sample only 

Australian Electoral 
Commission 

http://www.aec.gov.au/ 

For example, see ‗Democracy Rules‘. These bodies welcome enquiries 
from teachers and adult education organisations. Many kits are available 
at no cost. 

Case study: 

http://www.nrs.dest.gov.au/
cases/bridgit_bangay/index
.htm 

Voting in Elections: A Snapshot of how we Brought Some 
Understanding of the Election Process to our Learners from Other 
Countries, Brigid Bangay & Sue Clements, ANTA Adult Literacy National 
Project, 1999. 

Local electoral 
commissions such as 

http://www.vec.vic.gov.au/ 

Check education and resources including the forthcoming: ‗Make your 
vote count‘. These bodies welcome enquiries from teachers and adult 
education organisations. Many kits are available at no cost. 

Local parliaments such as  Why not go on the virtual tour? Also, further programs will become 
available in late 2007. These bodies welcome enquiries from teachers 

http://www.aec.gov.au/
http://www.nrs.dest.gov.au/cases/bridgit_bangay/index.htm
http://www.nrs.dest.gov.au/cases/bridgit_bangay/index.htm
http://www.nrs.dest.gov.au/cases/bridgit_bangay/index.htm
http://www.vec.vic.gov.au/
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http://www.parliament.vic.g
ov.au/ 

and adult education organisations. Many kits are available at no cost. 

Mini program Develop a mini-program in which the teacher works with learners to:  

develop polling systems on classroom walls from daily newspapers and 
Behind the News 

watch the 5-minute political cartoon review Talking Pictures with Mike 
Bowers online or, preferably, at approximately 9.45 am (EST) each 
Sunday on the ABC-TV program Insiders with Barrie Cassidy. 

Examples of text sources 

http://www.saalt.com.au/ 

 

Real Texts: Authentic Texts for Adult and Youth Literacy Classes, 
Corinna Ridley, Language Australia, Melbourne, 2003 especially pp. 86-
109. 

Public Literacy: an Adult Basic Education Curriculum, Peter Moraitis & 
Rob McCormack, ACFE, Melbourne, 1995. 

http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/
http://www.saalt.com.au/
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5  
Developing a cluster 

program 

In real life it is rare that a competency is performed in isolation; generally a task will draw on a 
range of competencies. For example a gardener performing the task of chemically treating a 
diseased plant may have to be able to identify the plant, have a general knowledge of plant 
pests and diseases and how to treat them, read material safety data sheets, use personal 
protective equipment, be able to prepare and apply chemicals and follow chemical safety rules. 

Ideally, a learning environment should provide similar opportunities to cluster competencies in 
a way that reflects a real-life situation. Not only is this more time efficient and cost-effective; it 
also makes the learning program more interesting and relevant to learners. 

The benefits of developing a program around a group of competencies and CGEA units are 
that they can enhance vocational pathways.  

HOW TO DESIGN A CLUSTER PROGRAM 

1 Think about how you might cluster the units/modules, for example: 

 around themes 

 based on workplace practice 

 through logical association of ideas and practice 

 around interests, aspirations or prior knowledge of learners 

 on a problem or inquiry basis 

 based on availability of resources. 

2 Compare the essential outcomes for each unit/module. 
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3 Check the range statements/range of variables in each unit/module. 

4 Compare the required skills and knowledge for each unit/module. 

5 Compare the methods of assessment for each unit/module. 

6 Examine the information identified in steps 2 to 4 to ascertain: 

a. the amount of overlap between units/modules 

b. where units/modules or parts of units/modules can be integrated 

c. the number and type of integrated assessment tasks required to ensure valid and 
reliable assessment. 

7 Design integrated delivery and assessment strategies. 

CASE STUDY 2: A HORTICULTURAL CLUSTER 

PROGRAM 

The following case study shows how a cluster program with a horticultural theme could be 
developed to support 21772VIC Certificate I in General Education for Adults. It could easily be 

adapted to support other CGEA courses. 

Background 

Kerry is the program manager and Vlad is the teacher and coordinator of a cluster program that 
enables learners with varying levels of literacy and numeracy to participate in a real workplace 
situation via a horticulture project. Learners have established a chemical-free vegetable garden 
on a small plot in Footscray. They have enthusiastically planned, planted, tended, harvested, 
sold, prepared and cooked the vegetables. 

The program engages learners‘ interest through a range of activities, for example some 
learners with higher levels of literacy and numeracy have extended their activities to 
undertaking research on chemicals and producing newsletters. 

This cluster program provides many benefits for the learners: 

 It provides learners with the opportunity to consolidate their literacy and numeracy skills in 
a real life setting and to achieve a number of national competencies. 

 It engages the interest of many learners who have not had positive experiences in a 
traditional educational setting. 

 The project involves interaction with a number of external stakeholders who assist learners 
in the establishment and maintenance of the garden. Stakeholders include a hardware 
chain, the local council, a horticultural college, the local water authority, V/Line and 
Landcare. 

This interaction enhances learning experiences, establishes possible employment links, 
provides opportunities for communality participation, and provides examples of a range of 
pathways into the workplace and further education and training. 
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 The project is a model for community gardens so learners have an opportunity to also 
interact with, and benefit from, the skills, knowledge and ideas that various members of the 
community bring to the project. 

How the program was developed 

Cluster the units  

Kerry and Vlad checked the course structure, investigated the needs and interests of their 
learners, and checked possible units and modules for the program before deciding on the 
following units: 

 VBQU134 Engage with texts of limited complexity for employment purposes 

 VBQU140 Work with measurement and design in familiar situations  

 RTE1005A Support horticultural production 

 RTC1801A Prepare for work 

 VBQU130 Develop and document a learning plan and portfolio 

 VBQU131 Plan and undertake a project 

 VBQU133 Engage with texts of limited complexity for learning purposes 

 TDTE497B Prepare workplace documents. 

Note: The following examples use only the first three units: VBQU134, VBQU140 and 
RTE1005A, but the process is the same regardless of the number of units or modules in the 
cluster. 

They also checked the Assessment and Delivery advice in Section B of the CGEA Curriculum 
Document. 

Identify the essential outcomes 

Kerry and Vlad compared the elements of competency in each unit (in a module they would 
have checked the learning outcomes) to identify the essential outcomes of the program and the 
performance required to achieve the outcomes.  

They identified four elements that would work well together: elements 1 and 2 in VBQU134, 
element 2 in VBQU140, and element 1 in RTE1005A (see Table 1). 

Check the range statements  

Kerry and Vlad noted the bold, italicised words in the performance criteria of the elements that 
they had selected. They knew that this meant that they would find further advice or information 
about these words and phrases in the range statement. 

They checked the relevant parts of the range statements to identify how the evidence could fit 
in with the program they were planning. 
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After checking the relevant parts of the range statements in each of the units they devised this 
list: 

 read lists of tools and equipment and make estimations 

 read MSDS  

 read a list of instructions/jobs 

 read manufacturers‘ specifications 

 understand OHS signs and symbols including on chemicals 

 understand basic measurements 

 interpret a garden plan 

 use words, symbols and conventions for measurement units e.g. litres, ml. 
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VBQU134 Engage with texts of limited complexity for 
employment purposes 

VBQU140 Work with measurement and design in familiar 
situations 

RTE1005A Support horticultural production 

1 Locate routine and familiar information in texts of limited 
complexity relevant to employment purposes 

1.1 Key documents are identified and located 

1.2 Features of texts are described 

1.3 Relevant information is identified 

2 Read and interpret a range of everyday texts of limited 
complexity relevant to employment purposes 

2.1 Source of texts is determined 

2.2 The purpose of the texts is predicted 

2.3 A range of strategies is used to interpret the text 

2.4 Main ideas in text are identified and interpreted 

2.5 Any relevant explanatory or additional information 
needed to interpret the document is located 

3 Apply and evaluate… 

1 Interpret… 

2 Estimate, measure and calculate everyday quantities 

2.1 Initial estimate of measurement is made and the 
measurement is performed correctly using 
appropriate instruments 

2.2 Concepts and units of measure are interpreted, 
used and described using suitable language and 
symbols 

2.3 Measures of length, mass, and capacity are 
converted within the metric system 

2.4 Reasonableness of results is checked and results 
are interpreted in terms of original purpose 

1 Prepare materials, tools and equipment for horticultural 
production work 

1.1 The required materials, tools and equipment are 
identified according to lists provided and/or 
supervisor's instructions 

1.2 Checks are conducted on all materials, tools and 
equipment with insufficient or faulty items reported 
to the supervisor 

1.3 Techniques used when loading and unloading 
materials demonstrate correct manual handling and 
minimise damage to the load and the vehicle 

1.4 Suitable personal protective equipment (PPE) is 
selected and checked prior to use 

1.5 Work support is provided according to OHS 
requirements and according to workplace 
information 

1.6 OHS hazards are identified and reported to the 
supervisor 

2 Undertake… 

3 Handle… 

4 Clean up… 

Table 1: Elements of competency for units in the horticultural cluster program.

http://orig.ntis.gov.au/cgi-bin/waxhtml/~ntis2/unit.wxh?page=90&lElemRef=109393&inputRef=29706&sCalledFrom=std
http://orig.ntis.gov.au/cgi-bin/waxhtml/~ntis2/unit.wxh?page=90&lElemRef=109393&inputRef=29706&sCalledFrom=std
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Compare the required skills and knowledge  

Kerry and Vlad listed the required skills and knowledge in each unit then underlined the 
common threads (see Table 2). 

They used the information that they had underlined to start planning some integrated learning 
activities and assessment tasks. The jotted down some ideas: 

 learners will be required to: 

 measure and calculate quantities when carrying out work on the garden 

 work in a team to complete activities 

 communicate with each other and relevant supervisors about requirements 

 follow directions.  

 

VBQU134 Engage with texts of 
limited complexity for employment 
purposes 

VBQU140 Work with measurement 
and design in familiar situations 

RTE1005A Support horticultural 
production 

 can collect, organise and 
evaluate information related to a 
range of employment-related 
documents  

 can understand that a text 
represents the author‘s 
experiences, purposes, opinions 

 can communicate ideas and 
information to enable 
confirmation of work 
requirements and specifications 

 communication skills to undertake 
assessment 

 can draw on a range of de-coding 
and meaning-making strategies 

 knowledge that signs/prints/ 
symbols represent meaning 

 communication skills to undertake 
learning and assessment  

 ability to interpret plans and draw 
and assemble shapes 

 ability to estimate, measure and 
calculate everyday quantities 

To achieve the performance criteria, 
appropriate literacy and numeracy 
levels as well as some 
complementary skills are required  

These include the ability to:  

 prepare materials, tools and 
equipment for work  

 undertake work as directed  

 handle materials and equipment  

 clean up on completion of work 

Table 2: Required skills and knowledge for units in the horticultural cluster program 

 

Compare the methods of assessment 

Kerry and Vlad then checked the assessment strategies in Section B 5.1 in the CGEA 
Curriculum Document and the guidance information for assessment in the evidence guide of 
each unit to identify the assessment methods (see Table 3). 

They decided to use the following assessment methods: 

 interview records/observation checklists e.g. an observation checklist could record that a 
learner can identify, undertake and discuss work requirements and specifications, correctly 
calculate and communicate quantities of produce and equipment required 

 learner portfolios e.g. a collection of photos as evidence of work completed to 
specifications. 
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VBQU134 Engage with texts of 
limited complexity for employment 
purposes 

VBQU140 Work with measurement 
and design in familiar situations 

RTE1005A Support horticultural 
production 

The needs of the learner will be met 
by provision of: 

 a learning environment appropriate 
to the assessment task 

 appropriate support allowing for full 
participation 

 computer hardware and software, if 
appropriate. 

At this level the learner may be able 
to: 

 engage with texts of limited 
complexity on a range of familiar 
topics for employment/work 
purposes 

 follow a longer text provided the 
structure is simple and familiar 

Appropriate assessment strategies 
include: 

 direct observation, recorded in 
teacher observation schedule, 
recorded in teacher observation 
schedule 

 questioning, for example: 

 verbal questioning  

 interviews 

 self assessment 

 online responses 

 portfolios, for example: 

 collections of samples compiled by 
the learner 

 journal/log book 

 third party feedback, for example: 

 reports from other teachers or 
support workers 

 peer feedback 

The needs of the learner will be met 
by provision of: 

 concrete, relevant contexts and 
materials where the maths content 
is accessible 

 a learning environment appropriate 
to the assessment task 

 appropriate support allowing for full 
participation 

 computer hardware and software, if 
appropriate 

At this level the learner may: 

 use a combination of oral and 
written mathematical and general 
language, symbols, abbreviations 
and diagrams 

 have access to teacher/support 
person or advice/modelling 

 use a blend of ‗in the head‘ 
methods, pen and paper methods 
and calculators 

Appropriate assessment strategies 
include: 

 records of teacher observations of 
learners‘ activities 

 questioning 

 portfolios of learner‘s work and 
records of teacher observations 

 third party feedback 

Assessment of this unit is specified in 
the assessment guidelines of the 
RTE03 Rural Production Training 
Package. This is an extract from the 
assessment guidelines: 

Many work practices in rural 
production can have positive or 
negative environmental impacts of 
which the assessor should be aware. 

Questioning strategies can be used to 
ascertain whether an applicant is 
working towards enterprise viability 
and sustainability and is minimising 
environmental impacts. 

Language, literacy and numeracy: 
fairness in assessment means that 
where high levels of language, 
literacy and numeracy are not integral 
to successful completion of a work 
function the assessment should 
provide alternatives for determining a 
person's competence. 

OHS: When assessing an individual, 
consideration must be made of the 
OHS aspects of evidence. 

Evidence for assessment should 
indicate that an individual not only 
performs the task as required, but 
also uses appropriate safety 
equipment and clothing and is 
capable of identifying hazards. 

Table 3: Methods of assessment for units in the horticultural cluster program 

 

Design integrated delivery and assessment strategi es 

Kerry and Vlad then prepared integrated delivery and assessment strategies for the cluster program 
(see Table 4). 
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Unit code Unit title Delivery strategies Assessment strategies Assessment 
items 

Physical and human resources 

VBQU134 
20 hours 

Engage with 
texts of limited 
complexity for 
employment 
purposes 

Classroom and workplace based including a mixture 
of whole class, small group and individual activities. 

Part-time, four hours a week over one 20-week 
semester. 

Teaching/learning methods allow for individual 
differences in learning styles. 

Learning activities shall be integrated across 
elements. 

Delivery will utilise interactive computer programs, 
role play, and real life practical activities. 

Diagrams, photos and equipment will be used to 
enhance and support literacy and numeracy 
development and understanding of workplace texts  

Other strategies adopted will include 

 undertaking out-of-class activities 

 using the Internet 

 listening to guest speakers. 

An holistic approach to assessment with more than 
one element being assessed concurrently.  

Assessment activities may include: 

 performing practical tasks 

 exchanging information in pairs 

 role play 

 direct teacher observation 

 questioning  

 learner self assessment 

 class discussion 

 informal casual exchanges 

 portfolios/log books. 

Assessment may take place in group activities, in 
pair work or individual work. 

Feedback will be given to learners on completion of 
assessment tasks. 

Assessment methods shall be flexible, valid, reliable 
and fair. 

Assessment shall take into account and provide for 
recognition of prior learning. 

Attach 
sample tasks 

Teachers with Certificate IV in Training 
and Assessment or equivalent and 
relevant vocational competence (i.e. 
literacy and numeracy skills and 
knowledge). 

Tools and equipment such as knives, 
secateurs, spades, forks, ladders, hoes, 
packing equipment, boxes, bins and 
buckets, hoses and hose fittings. 

Sample workplace documents and 
supporting materials e.g. photos, 
diagrams. 

Personal protective clothing and 
equipment including steel capped 
boots/shoes, overalls, gloves, sun hat, 
sunscreen lotion, safety goggles, face 
mask and ear protection. 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), 
enterprise policy and procedures, 
specifications, work notes, Material 
Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs), 
manufacturers‘ instructions, or verbal 
directions from manager or supervisor. 

Access to clean-up materials, water, etc. 

Measuring equipment e.g. rulers and 
tape measures, gauges. 

VBQU 140 
60 hours 

Work with 
measurement 
and design in 
familiar situations 

RTE1005A 
10 hours 

Support 
horticultural 
production 

Table 4: Integrated delivery and assessment strategies for units in the horticultural cluster program 
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Key points 

 Ideally a training environment should provide opportunities to cluster competencies in a 
way that reflects a real-life work situation.  

 A well-designed cluster program encourages learners to participate in and actively 
contribute to their own learning. 

 To develop a cluster program select relevant units/modules then examine them to identify 
the amount of overlap between them, where units/modules or parts of units/modules can 
be integrated, and the number and type of integrated assessment tasks required to ensure 
valid and reliable assessment. 

FAQs 

Q Does the cluster need to involve all the units required in a certificate? 

A No. A cluster of units could form one part of an entire qualification, or units could be 
clustered around a particular theme or practice with a Statement of Attainment being 
issued for successful completion of the units in the cluster. 

Further information 

VET in Schools  

http://www.curriculum.edu.au/ 

A good starting point for advice on planning and recording 
integrated delivery and assessment is the Curriculum 
Corporation‘s VET in Schools Web site. Search via the 
Professional Development menu. 

Training Support Network 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au 

Search this site for resources for the Certificate I units in the 
Rural Training Package. The Purchasing Guide is also useful. 
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6  
Integrating literacy units 

The literacy content of the new CGEA has been broken into smaller reading or writing ‗chunks‘, 
and broken down further into ‗social contexts‘. At each level there are eight units, although the 
number of units needed to complete a particular certificate varies.  (Check Section B 4.1 
‗Course structure‘ and read Appendix D which describes the theoretical underpinnings of the 
Reading, Writing and Numeracy component in the CGEA Curriculum Document.). 

It is possible to deliver these units individually, or to cluster units around reading, writing, or 
social contexts. Decisions about whether and how to cluster can be made by individual 
programs. 

The following case study demonstrates the steps to follow to deliver and assess a cluster of 
writing units for 21772VIC Certificate I in General Education for Adults.  

Note: The advice in the individual Units and Modules in Section encourages clustering of 
Reading and Writing units which are complementary. The following case study applies to the 
writing units, but any or all of the three Reading Skills units could be added to the cluster.   

CASE STUDY 3: CLUSTERING WRITING UNITS 

Nerissa is teaching the writing component of 21772VIC Certificate I in General Education for 
Adults. It suits the small ACE provider for which she works to cluster the writing units. This is 
the process that Nerissa followed to design the cluster program: 

The following units were selected based on learner interest: 

 VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes 

 VBQU137 Create texts of limited complexity for learning purposes 

 TDTE497B Prepare workplace documents. 

Learners identified in their pre-course interviews that they were keen to develop skills to cover 
a range of writing skills and genres across the three contexts. 
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Nerissa worked through the following steps to establish what she needed to cover. She was 
undecided at this point about how many assessment tasks she would need to assess these 
units. 

Nerissa read through the three units of competency and noted the overlap between the VBQU 
units. The TDTE unit was a Training Package unit, and a slightly different format, but appeared 
to cover the same skills as the VBQU units. She needed to look further. She decided to look at 
the range statement in each unit, particularly the suggested range of texts and the features of 
texts. This would help identify further any areas of overlap. 

Design the cluster program 

Nerissa examined the information about the essential outcomes, required skills and knowledge, 
and methods of assessment to identify: 

 the amount of overlap between units 

 where delivery and assessment of units or parts of units could be integrated 

 the number and type of integrated assessment tasks required to ensure valid and reliable 
assessment 

 level of complexity of the writing (structure and discourse). 

She also looked at 21771VIC Certificate I in General Education for Adults (Introductory) and 
21773VIC Certificate II in General Education for Adults to ensure that she selected the correct 
level for her learners. 

 

List the essential outcomes of the program 

VBQU136 Create texts of limited 
complexity for personal purposes 

VBQU137 Create texts of limited 
complexity for learning purposes 

TDTE497B Prepare workplace 
documents 

1 Research everyday and less 
familiar texts types relevant to 
personal need 

1 Research everyday and less 
familiar texts types relevant to 
learning 

1 Plan workplace document 

2 Produce non prose texts of 
limited complexity for personal 
purposes 

2 Prepare text of limited complexity 
in the learning context 

2 Prepare workplace document 

3 Produce prose text of limited 
complexity for personal purposes 

3 Produce text of limited complexity 
in the learning context 

3 Complete workplace forms 

Table 5: Elements of competency for units in the writing cluster 

http://210.9.70.37/cgi-bin/waxhtml/~ntis2/unit.wxh?page=90&lElemRef=97665&inputRef=26825&sCalledFrom=std
http://210.9.70.37/cgi-bin/waxhtml/~ntis2/unit.wxh?page=90&lElemRef=97666&inputRef=26825&sCalledFrom=std
http://210.9.70.37/cgi-bin/waxhtml/~ntis2/unit.wxh?page=90&lElemRef=97667&inputRef=26825&sCalledFrom=std
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Identify the evidence requirements  

List the critical aspects of assessment and evidence required for each unit. 

VBQU136 Create texts of limited 
complexity for personal purposes 

VBQU137 Create texts of limited 
complexity for learning purposes 

TDTE497B Prepare workplace 
documents 

Learners will be able to create 
personally relevant texts of limited 
complexity 

Evidence that texts have been 
created on at least three occasions. 
Each occasion must address a 
different text type, and include 
evidence of a range of features 
within the texts which are consistent 
with those described in the range 
statement. Prose texts at this level 
typically contain a number of linked 
paragraphs. 

In addition to integrated 
demonstration of the elements and 
their related performance criteria, 
look for evidence that confirms: 

 the knowledge requirements of 
this unit  

 the skill requirements of this 
unit 

Learners will be able to create texts 
of limited complexity related to 
learning 

Evidence that texts have been 
created on at least three occasions. 
Each occasion must address a 
different text type, and include 
evidence of a range of features 
within the texts which are consistent 
with those described in the range 
statement. Prose texts at this level 
typically contain a number of linked 
paragraphs. 

In addition to integrated 
demonstration of the elements and 
their related performance criteria, 
look for evidence that confirms: 

 the knowledge requirements of 
this unit  

 the skill requirements of this 
unit 

Critical aspects of evidence to be 
considered: 

Assessment must confirm 
appropriate knowledge and skills to:  

 locate, interpret and apply 
relevant information  

 plan document in accordance 
with guidelines/pro formas 

 prepare and check document 
using appropriate technology  

 complete forms to meet 
regulatory and workplace 
requirements  

 provide customer/client service 
and work effectively with others  

 convey information in written 
and oral form  

 select and use appropriate 
workplace colloquial and 
technical language and 
communication technologies in 
the workplace context  

Table 6: Evidence requirements for units in the writing cluster 
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Select from the range statement  

List the selected text types and features of texts for writing units. List the selected text types, 
features of text and strategies for reading units. 

VBQU136 Create texts of limited 
complexity for personal purposes 

VBQU137 Create texts of limited 
complexity for learning purposes 

TDTE497B Prepare workplace 
documents 

Prose and non-prose electronic, 
printed and texts containing visual 
elements such as: 

 informal and formal messages 
about familiar and immediate 
matters e.g. SMS, email or hand 
written to family member, friend, 
a child‘s teacher 

 notes taken from a telephone 
message 

 narrative texts 

 expressive text 

 informative texts 

 procedural texts 

 opinion texts  

 persuasive texts e.g. presentation 
of an argument for or against with 
a recommendation  

 formatted text e.g. ‗Footy 
Record‘, quizzes, surveys, 
competition entry forms, forms to 
acquire goods and services 

 visual texts 

 model texts 

 collaborative texts 

Prose and non-prose electronic, 
printed and texts containing visual 
elements such as: 

 informal and formal email or hand 
written messages about familiar 
and immediate matters e.g. 
requesting information about an 
assignment from a fellow class 
member or the teacher 

 notes taken from the blackboard 
(whiteboard) 

 notes taken from verbal 
instructions e.g. how to complete 
a task 

 vocabulary, spelling lists 

 task lists 

 diary entries related to study 
plans 

 individual learning plans 

 self assessments 

 texts related to the study 
environment e.g. tests, exercises, 
reports 

 portfolios 

 labels 

 labelled diagrams 

 dictation 

 work books 

 journal 

 digital stories 

 reflective writing related to 
learning 

 weblogs, text for a webpage 

 collaborative text 

 report 

 notes in a visual diary 

Documents and forms may include 
routine written reports on workplace 
activities, incidents, meeting 
outcomes, etc. It may also include the 
gathering of relevant information and 
the subsequent completion of the 
various forms and records falling 
within the occupational responsibility 
of the person concerned. 

Communication in the work area may 
include:  

 written, oral, aural or signed 
communications  

 phone  

 electronic data interchange (EDI)  

 fax  

 e-mail  

 Internet  

 radio  

Table 7: Excerpts from range statements for units in the writing cluster (check the units for a full description) 
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List the required skills and knowledge for the program  

These are the skills and knowledge which learners must be able to demonstrate when they are 
assessed. 

VBQU136Create texts of limited 
complexity for personal purposes 

VBQU137Create texts of limited 
complexity for learning purposes 

TDTE497B Prepare workplace 
documents 

communication skills to undertake 
assessment 

understanding of a range of 
audiences and a range of purposes 
for texts  

ability to locate information  

 awareness of the difference 
between public and private writing  

 ability to use basic structural 
conventions of text: 

 chronological sequencing of 
events, identification followed by 
description. 

 conventions of paragraph writing 
development of one major topic in 
each paragraph; use of topic 
sentences. 

 consistent use of grammatically 
correct simple sentence forms. 

 occasional use of complex 
sentences. 

 correct use of upper and lower 
case letters. 

regular use of generic grammatical 
forms including personal pronouns 
and temporal links 

communication skills to undertake 
assessment 

understanding of a range of 
audiences and a range of purposes 
for texts  

ability to locate information  

 awareness of the difference 
between public and private writing  

 ability to use basic structural 
conventions of text: 

 chronological sequencing of 
events, identification followed by 
description. 

 conventions of paragraph writing 
development of one major topic in 
each paragraph; use of topic 
sentences. 

 consistent use of grammatically 
correct simple sentence forms. 

 occasional use of complex 
sentences. 

 correct use of upper and lower 
case letters. 

regular use of generic grammatical 
forms including personal pronouns 
and temporal links 

Australian and international codes 
and regulations relevant to the 
documents and/or forms being 
prepared  

Relevant OHS and environmental 
protection procedures and guidelines  

Workplace procedures and policies 
for the completion of 
documents/forms  

Focus of operation of relevant work 
systems, equipment, management 
and site operating procedures  

Problems that may occur when 
preparing and completing workplace 
documents and forms and 
appropriate action that can be taken 
to resolve the problems  

Equipment and materials required for 
the completion of documents and 
forms and instructions and 
precautions for their use  

Conventions for sentence 
construction, grammar, spelling, style 
and punctuation  

Format and layout of various 
documents and forms used in 
workplace activities  

Ability to read, write and comprehend 
simple statements in English  

Ability to select and use relevant 
communications/computing/office 
equipment when completing 
documents and forms  

Ability to modify activities depending 
on differing workplace contexts, risk 
situations and environments  

Ability to read and interpret 
instructions, procedures and labels 
relevant to the import/export of 
cargo/freight  

Table 8: Required skills and knowledge for units in the writing cluster 
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Nerissa identified common threads across the required skills and knowledge in the three units, 
and also the workplace focus of the TDTE497B unit. She noted that assessment needed to be 
in a workplace or a simulated workplace. With some role playing she felt she could simulate a 
workplace environment. 

She also needed to meet the vocational competence to deliver TDTE497B. This means she 
has to hold the unit or have equivalent skills. She checked the unit and concluded her skills 
were such that she could claim equivalence. She arranges for a colleague from another 
department to observe and assess her competence against the unit. She requests her 
supervisor to check this evidence and complete the necessary record keeping. 

List the assessment methods for the program 

Nerissa checked the assessment strategies in Section B 5.1 in the CGEA Curriculum 
Document. 

She also checked the guidance information for assessment in each unit s evidence guide. 

VBQU136Create texts of limited 
complexity for personal purposes 

VBQU137Create texts of limited 
complexity for learning purposes 

TDTE497B Prepare workplace 
documents 

A range of assessment strategies or 
options should be considered to suit 
the needs of the learner. The needs 
of the learner will be met by provision 
of: 

 a learning environment appropriate 
to the assessment task 

 appropriate support allowing for full 
participation 

 computer hardware and software, if 
appropriate. 

At this level, the learner may depend 
on the teacher/support person/model 
text/personal dictionary 

Appropriate assessment strategies 
include: 

 portfolios, for example: 

- collections of samples compiled 
by the learner 

- product with supporting 
documentation 

- journal/log book 

 direct observation, for example: 

- real time activities 

 third party feedback, for example: 

- reports from other teachers or 
support workers 

- peer feedback 

 self assessment 

A range of assessment strategies or 
options should be considered to suit 
the needs of the learner. The needs 
of the learner will be met by provision 
of: 

 a learning environment appropriate 
to the assessment task 

 appropriate support allowing for full 
participation 

 computer hardware and software, if 
appropriate. 

At this level, the learner may depend 
on the teacher/support person/model 
text/personal dictionary 

Appropriate assessment strategies 
include: 

 portfolios, for example: 

- collections of samples compiled 
by the learner 

- product with supporting 
documentation 

- journal/log book 

 direct observation, for example: 

- real time activities 

 third party feedback, for example: 

- reports from other teachers or 
support workers 

- peer feedback 

 self assessment 

Assessment of this unit is specified in 
the assessment guidelines of the TDT 
Training Package  

 Work must be carried out in 
accordance with the workplace 
requirements concerning the 
preparation of workplace 
documents/forms  

 Work is performed under some 
supervision generally within a team 
environment  

 Work involves the application of 
workplace procedures and the 
basic principles of report writing to 
the preparation of workplace 
documents/forms as part of work 
activities in the transport, 
stevedoring, warehousing, 
distribution and/or storage 
industries  

Table 9: Methods of assessment for units in the writing cluster 
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When Nerissa looked further at the consistency in performance statement within TDTE497B, 
she realised that, even though there was overlap between all three units, she would need to 
develop assessment tasks which were relevant to the workplace context in order to assess this 
unit: 

Applies underpinning knowledge and skills when:  

 locating, interpreting and applying relevant information  

 planning document in accordance with guidelines/pro formas  

 preparing and checking documents using appropriate technology  

 completing forms to meet regulatory and workplace requirements  

 providing customer/client service and working effectively with others  

 conveying information in written and oral form  

 selecting and using appropriate workplace colloquial and technical language and 
communication technologies in the workplace context  

Nerissa reviewed the analysis of the three units. One of the areas she decided to focus on was 
taking notes from a verbal instruction given over the phone. This would contribute to the 
assessment of creating simple personally relevant texts.  

She decided that, in this instance, she would need to devise assessment tasks to meet the 
differing requirements of the social context: 

 VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes: Focus of assessment 
task was taking an informal phone message: A family members rings with a message 
about whether they would attend a family get-together and what food and drink they would 
bring. 

 VBQU137 Create texts of limited complexity for learning purposes: Focus of assessment 
task was taking notes from a teacher about what materials needed to be brought to class 
tomorrow. Message to be passed onto 3 other learners. 

 TDTE497B Prepare workplace documents. Focus of assessment task was taking notes 
from a phone message from a customer requesting a call back. Focus is on completing a 
phone message form with correctly spelled names (sender and recipient) and phone 
number and simple message. 

Key point 

 To develop a cluster program select relevant units then examine all aspects of the units to 
identify the amount of overlap between units, where units or parts of units can be 
integrated, and the number and type of integrated assessment tasks required to ensure 
valid and reliable assessments. 
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FAQs 

Q Do I always have to devise different assessment tasks to meet requirements of each 
individual unit? 

A Not necessarily. You need to examine each unit to see what can be integrated and what 
needs to be covered separately when delivering a cluster of units. 

Q In the evidence guides for the writing units (VBQU136 -138) at Certificate I level, the critical 
aspects for assessment and evidence required to demonstrate competency in the three 
units specify ‗evidence that texts have been created on at least three occasions. Each 
occasion must address a different text type, and include evidence of a range of features 
within the texts which are consistent with those described in the Range Statement.‘ 

 If I deliver and assess three units, how many pieces of writing would I require the learner to 
do to demonstrate competency, given the advice in Section B 5.1 ‗Assessment strategy‘ in 
the CGEA Curriculum Document that ‗the evidence must be related to a number of 
performances assessed at different points of time‘? 

A Each Core Skills unit in the Certificate I for writing requires that competence is 
demonstrated three times, so three pieces of writing are required for each unit. The three 
pieces of writing should be different text types. So, if a learner was completing the two units 
(VBQU136 and VBQU137) in the example above, a total of six pieces of writing would be 
required. Within each unit, three different text types must be produced. It is possible to 
produce the same text types in different contexts as shown in the case study above.  

Q Do I need to design an assessment which covers all of the elements and performance 
criteria in the one task? 

A No. How evidence is collected during the course of a program is flexible. Check Section B 
5.1 in the CGEA Curriculum Document and Section 9 in this Implementation Guide for a 
range of assessment strategies. To be assessed as competent in a unit, a learner must 
have demonstrated competence in all elements. However, how this is done is not 
prescribed. This means that, depending on how the task is designed, a number of 
elements and performance criteria may be covered in the one task or a number of tasks 
may be used to assess a unit. 

Further information 

VET in Schools  

http://www.curriculum.edu.au/ 

A good starting point for advice on planning and recording 
integrated delivery and assessment is the Curriculum 
Corporations VET in Schools Web site. Search via the 
Professional Development menu. 

National Training Information 
Service 

http://ntis.gov.au 

Search this site for resources for TDT02 

 

http://www.curriculum.edu.au/
http://ntis.gov.au/
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7  
Interpreting units of 

competency 

The CGEA consists of units of competency imported from a number of Training Packages, 
units of competency developed specifically for the CGEA, plus a small number of modules, 
packaged together to form a range of qualifications. 

If you are using imported Training Package units the key information that you will need to 
identify in the parent Training Package is the assessment guidelines and the units of 
competency. (See ‗Obtaining assessment guidelines‘ on page 12 and ‗Imported units and 
modules‘ on page 12.) 

FORMAT OF A UNIT OF COMPETENCY 

The components of a CGEA unit of competency are described in the following table. The 
format of imported units of competency may differ from the CGEA format but should contain 
similar components. 

Component Description 

Unit code The unit code is a unique alpha-numeric code based on a national or state 
coding system. 

In a national code the first three letters identify the Training Package 
industry and the last letter identifies the version of the unit. 

In a Victorian code the first letter indicates that it is Victorian, subsequent 
letters identify the sequence, and the final letter indicates whether it is a 
unit or module e.g. a code commencing with VBQU indicates a Victorian 
curriculum unit. Older codes do not identify modules and units and are 
simply sequential e.g. VBM, VBP. 
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Component Description 

Unit title The unit title is a succinct statement of the broad area of competency 
covered by the unit and is expressed in terms of the outcome. The unit title 
provides an indication of the overall skill area that a learner will need to 
demonstrate.  

Unit descriptor The unit descriptor expands on the unit title by providing additional 
information relating to the purpose of the unit. 

Employability skills Employability skills are the broad, generic skills required to gain and 
maintain employment. They are skills relating to communication; team 
work; problem-solving; initiative and enterprise; planning and organising; 
self-management; learning; and technology. 

Application of the unit The application of the unit provides an overview of the unit‘s focus and 
content, setting out the parameters of the unit, its potential audience and 
relationship to other units. 

Elements of competency Elements of competency describe, in outcome terms, the functions a 
person should be able to perform in a particular area of work. 

A learner will need to meet all the elements to be assessed as competent.  

Sometimes elements of competency are described as the building blocks of 
a unit because, by putting them all together, a learner can build the skill 
identified in the unit title. 

Performance criteria Performance criteria specify what is to be assessed and the required level 
of performance. They specify the activities, skills, knowledge and 
understanding which provide the evidence of competent performance. 

Bold, italicised words and terms in the performance criteria are further 
explained in the range statement. 

Range statement  The range statement is linked to the performance criteria. It describes the 
contexts and conditions which may be encountered when applying the 
competency. The range statement brings flexibility to a unit and allows for 
assessment to occur across a range of situations. 

Evidence guide includes: To plan and conduct valid assessments you will need to address all 
aspects of a unit‘s evidence guide: 

Critical aspects for 
assessment and 
evidence required to 
demonstrate competency 
in this unit 

Critical aspects should reflect what someone competent in the unit is able 
to do and what is acceptable evidence to permit a teacher to make a 
professional judgment 

 

Context of and specific 
resources for 
assessment 

This section provides advice on  

 when and where assessment should occur 

 resources needed for assessment 
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Component Description 

Guidance information for 
assessment 

This section provides advice on: 

 methods of assessment 

 appropriate assessment strategies  

 guidance advice about support for the learner when undertaking 
an assessment e.g. additional time, support from the teacher. 

Table 10: Components of a unit of competency 

 

 

The following illustration shows the relationship between the main components of a unit of 
competency. 

Unit of Competency

ELEMENT 1 ELEMENT 2 ELEMENT 3

Performance 

Criteria

Performance 

Criteria

Performance 

Criteria

Range Statement

Required Skills and 

Knowledge

Evidence Guide

The Title describes the required 

task in broad terms

The Elements detail the parts of 

the task

The Elements detail the parts of 

the task

The Range Statement lists those 

variables that may affect how the 

task is performed and relate 

directly to terms used in the 

performance criteria

These describe the essential skills 

and knowledge which are required 

to achieve the outcomes of the 

unit

The Evidence Guide provides 

assessment advice and detailed 

information on the required 

knowledge and skills which 

underpin performance
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UNPACKING A UNIT 

To unpack a unit of competency: 

 Analyse each element within the unit by considering the performance criteria. 

 Identify any embedded knowledge and skills needed for each performance criterion (some 
may be already covered in the required knowledge and skills section of the unit). 

 Identify the level of performance required. This is related to the Australian Qualification 
Framework (AQF) level of the qualification in which the unit is packaged. 

 Analyse the range statement to determine the context and conditions in which each 
performance criterion applies. The range statement may also highlight additional 
embedded knowledge and skills such as underlying language, literacy and numeracy 
requirements. 

 Examine the evidence guide to identify specific assessment requirements. 

Follow this process for all relevant units to identify overlaps in knowledge and skills. 

 

You could also ask yourself the following questions in relation to the major components of the 
unit: 

 Unit title: What is the activity (competency)? 

 Unit descriptor: What does the activity involve? 

 Employability skills: What generic skills are required for this competency? 

 Elements: What skills are required to perform the activity? 

 Performance criteria: What level of skill is needed? 

 Range statement: What are the conditions under which this activity may be conducted?  

 Evidence guide: What evidence is needed to prove that a person is competent? What kind 
of evidence could be provided? (Check the range statement for ideas.) 

CUSTOMISATION 

Customisation is selecting a combination of units from within a course structure to suit local 
clients and/or conditions. Depending on the packaging rules, this could be achieved through: 

 the sequencing of particular units 

 choosing elective units to suit particular learner interests or aspirations 

 allowable substitutions within elective units 

 clustering information from particular units around a particular theme 

 importing units or modules from other suitable Training Packages or accredited curricula. 

Section B 4.4 ‗Customisation‘ in the CGEA Curriculum Document provides advice on 
customisation. Also check the tables in Section B 4.1 ‗Course structure‘ for a list of suggested 
elective units and modules. Sample programs with suggested electives can be found in 
Appendix B 
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Key points 

 If you are using imported Training Package units the key information that you will need to 
identify in the parent Training Package is the assessment guidelines and the units of 
competency. 

 To unpack a unit of competency carefully examine each component of the unit. 

 Customisation is selecting a combination of units from within a course structure to suit local 
clients and/or conditions. 

 Ensure that any modifications to a unit maintain the integrity of the skill and portability 
requirements of the unit. 

FAQs 

Q How do I tailor delivery of a unit to meet the needs of my learners?  

A Utilise the range statement for guidance, for example to select texts appropriate to the level 
and interests of the learners. 

Q Do I need to include all of the performance criteria in the one task for each element? 

A No. 

Further information 

Australian Qualifications 
Framework 

http://www.aqf.edu.au/ 

The Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) is a unified system of 
national qualifications used in senior secondary schools, VET and higher 
education. It provides a nationally consistent recognition of outcomes 
achieved in post-compulsory education. 

A Certificate III qualification, for example, relates to AQF level 3. There 
are descriptors for each AQF level in the AQF Implementation Handbook 
(which can be downloaded from the AQF Web site).  

These descriptors specify the level of performance required for a 
particular level of qualification.  

Contextualising Teaching 
and Learning: A Guide for 
VET Teachers 

http://www.dest.gov.au/sect
ors/training_skills/publicatio
ns_resources/profiles/conte
xt_teaching_learning.htm 

This is a guide for VET trainers who work with a diverse range of 
learners. It suggests user friendly ways to contextualise learning in a 
range of ‗classrooms‘ – from an educational institution or factory floor to 
online. It provides assistance to VET practitioners who work with Training 
Packages and are seeking to implement learner-centred, flexible and 
innovative approaches to teaching and learning. 

National Training 
Information Service (NTIS) 

www.ntis.gov.au 

The NTIS provides a search and browse function that allows you to find 
specific Training Packages, qualifications, courses, units of competency, 
and RTOs. You can also download all or part of a Training Package. 

 

http://www.aqf.edu.au/
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/context_teaching_learning.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/context_teaching_learning.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/context_teaching_learning.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/context_teaching_learning.htm
http://www.ntis.gov.au/
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Training Package 
Development Handbook, 
part 2 

http://www.dest.gov.au/sect
ors/training_skills/publicatio
ns_resources/profiles/traini
ng_package_development_
handbook.htm 

This handbook provides guidelines for Training Package developers. For 
advice on contextualisation check Part 2: Endorsed components and Part 
4: Meeting client needs. 

Training Packages @ work 

http://www.tpatwork.com/D
efault.asp 

Training Packages @ Work is a free, online, newsletter for people 
working in the VET sector. It is published monthly and features the latest 
information on the development and implementation of Training 
Packages and other key issues in the training sector: 

This site also contains Back 2 Basics, a collection of informative, 
straightforward articles and case studies on the national training system 
and VET implementation, including information on unpacking and 
implementing Training Packages and advice on contextualising units. 

Training Support Network 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vi
c.gov.au/ 

Download or order the CGEA Curriculum Document and download 
executive summaries for each of the CGEA courses from this site.  

You can also search this site for other accredited courses that may 
contain modules that you wish to import. (See Section 2.) 

 

http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/training_package_development_handbook.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/training_package_development_handbook.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/training_package_development_handbook.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/training_package_development_handbook.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/training_package_development_handbook.htm
http://www.tpatwork.com/Default.asp
http://www.tpatwork.com/Default.asp
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/
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8  
Developing assessment tools 

and records 

SOME DEFINITIONS 

Assessment tools  

 contain both the instrument and the procedures for gathering and interpreting evidence: 

 instrument/s – the specific questions or activity developed from selected assessment method/s to be used for 
the assessment. 

 procedures – the information / instructions given to the learner and/or the assessor regarding conditions 
under which the assessment should be conducted and recorded. 

Assessment methods  

Are the particular techniques used to gather evidence: 

 performing practical demonstrations 

 verbal presentations 

 verbal response to a reading text 

 multi-media presentations 

 role play 

 student self-assessment 

 on going teacher assessment 

 teacher observation 

 written text, folios of written texts 

 reflective journal 
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 discussion 

 portfolios 

 case studies  

 third party feedback, e.g. reports from other teachers or support workers, peer feedback 

 self assessment 

Evidence 

This is information gathered to support a judgement of competence against the specifications of the relevant 
unit/s of competency. Evidence can take many forms and be gathered from a number of sources. Evidence 
relates to the Elements and Performance Criteria. For example, in ‗Creating Texts‘ units, learners don‘t have to 
have written responses for all Performance Criteria. For some Performance Criteria, the most appropriate 
assessment may be oral questioning, so evidence may be a list of questions that were answered orally.  

Evidence recording may include:  

 interview records/checklists 

 assessment records 

 observation checklists 

 student folios 

 photographs 

GATHERING EVIDENCE 

To meet the rules of evidence, evidence must be valid, current, sufficient and authentic. Well-designed 
assessment tools and record-keeping tools will help to ensure that the evidence gathered as part of an 
assessment activity will meet these rules. 

Sufficient evidence 

You should use a range of methods and collect evidence over a period of time to ensure the learner can 
demonstrate competence in an appropriate range and variety of situations. This will increase the reliability and 
validity of assessment. 

Getting started – working with a writing unit – 

VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes  

1 Check the Critical Aspects of Evidence to determine how many texts might be required and establish 
exactly what you are looking for in the evidence.  

2 Check the Required Skills and Knowledge for details on the essential skills and knowledge students need – 
how will you build these into your teaching and learning activities? 

3 Read the Elements and Performance Criteria and cross check with the Range Statement – for example, in 
the CGEA this provides multiple examples of the text types, details of the text structure and reading strategies 
and presentation of constructed texts. Use this information to guide your choice of texts. 

4 Read the Assessment Strategy in Section B of the curriculum document as well as the Guidance for 
Assessment in each unit. 

5 Read the AQTF 2007 Standards, Element 1.5 which focuses on Assessment. 
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Key points from the Assessment Strategy from Section B  

Assessment strategy / developing 
assessment tools 

Explanation / implication  

 ‗assessment tools / activities should be 
grounded in a relevant context and not 
be culturally biased‘ 

 Design tasks which require students to read personally relevant and 
everyday texts and to construct texts which are personally relevant, 
and relate to both everyday and less familiar contexts. 

o For example, each Reading and Writing unit of the 
CGEA generally requires learners to be involved in the 
selection of texts.  

 ‗students should be assessed across a 
wide range of tasks integrated into 
practice, in order to increase reliability 
and validity of assessment.  One-off 
assessment tasks do not provide a 
reliable and valid measure of 
competence‘ 

 Each unit indicates the number of texts and guidance on text types 
required in the Critical Aspects of Evidence section 

 Ensure there are opportunities for learners to use a range of texts 
during the delivery of the unit as well as in the Assessment tasks. 
Don‘t leave it until the end of the course  

 ‗instructions for assessment tasks 
should be clear, explicit and ordered. 
Students must know what is expected 
and the criteria by which they will be 
judged‘ 

 All tasks require a clear indication of what is being assessed. Time 
should be spent on ensuring the instructions are clear and what will 
be assessed is transparent. 

 Provision of a ‗marking guide‘ is one approach. Learners can use it as 
a checklist before submitting work. 

 Explain tasks verbally, as well as in writing and allow time for 
students to get clarification of requirements. A class discussion would 
be a good strategy to clarify requirements. 

 A useful assessment task for the two units could include peer review 
– i.e. one of the reading tasks could be examining and giving 
feedback on a fellow learner‘s text.  

 ‗On the completion of each 
assessment task, students will be 
provided with qualitative feedback as 
well as a ‗competent  / not yet 
competent‘ result‘  

 Consider the most effective way to give qualitative feedback to the 
learner  - such as in a one-on-one conference. How much written 
feedback do you need to give? Can you provide a tick sheet? 

 Note that the unit VBQU136 requires the learner to be pro-active in 
the review of texts created – involve the learner in the assessment 
process too. How do they want to receive feedback? 

Employability Skills – Reporting  

Employability Skills are embedded in the units in each qualification and assessment of these skills is therefore 
integrated with other skills. Reporting Employability Skills is an administrative activity. Hence providers are 
encouraged to streamline the reporting process by taking text directly from the Employability Skill Summary – a 
pre-existing, written summary of Employability Skills developed for each qualification as part of the embedding 
process. Employability Skills summaries for each of the 5 CGE qualifications are included in the CGEA curriculum 
document as an appendix.  
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While Employability Skills Summaries for Training Package qualifications are available from an online repository 
(http://employabilityskills.training.com.au/) this is not the case for state accredited qualifications such as the 
CGEA. Copies of the relevant summary can be copied from the curriculum by the RTO and attached to a 
student‘s certificate when they complete a qualification. RTOs should add the following sentence to the student‘s 
qualification testamur: 

‗A summary of the employability skills developed through this qualification is attached‘ 

Sample assessment – Literacy Units 

On the following pages you will find examples of a range of assessment and record-keeping tools for some of the 
literacy units in the 21772VIC Certificate I in General Education for Adults.  The main focus for the assessment 
tools is VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes, from the 21772VIC Certificate I 
in General Education for Adults. Reference is also made to the VBQU132 Engage with texts of limited 
complexity for personal a purpose which is the ‗companion‘ unit. For record keeping purposes the Writing 
Portfolio is based on three writing units in the Certificate I.    

The methods used are: 

 documentary evidence 

 knowledge questions 

 demonstration and observation checklist 

These tools could be easily adapted for any of the units in the CGEA. 

Integrated assessment 

In the literacy classroom, individual competencies are seldom demonstrated in isolation. In this section we 
provide sample assessment tools which support an individual unit. In reality, where possible, you should aim to 
integrate assessment of this unit with related units or modules.  

Also keep in mind that, although integration of appropriate competencies is important, it is essential: 

 not to overload an individual assessment activity with too many competencies. If a learner is asked to 
demonstrate more than four or five competencies in the one task they may struggle to provide evidence for 
each of the tasks. The assessor may also have difficulty judging the volume of evidence. 

 that evidence is gathered to meet the performance criteria or outcomes for each unit or module involved, and 
that achievement is identified and recorded for each individual unit or module. 

Additional sample templates and forms can be found in Appendix D. 

Sample Assessment tools for  VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity 

for personal purposes  

Background  

The following sample assessment tools were designed for a youth group by Linnet Hunter and Nadia Casarotto 
from Victoria University and presented at the CMM Assessment Day in October 2008. The Assessment would 
occur after a number of related learning activities on the topic ‗Graffiti‘. Delivery and assessment of this unit could 
be could be clustered with a number of other units such as a project unit involving excursions and guest 
speakers. It could also be clustered with IT units. 

The activities centre on production of a digital story, but the end product is not the only evidence. Evidence is 
collected through a number of planning activities and the presentation of the story to peers. This additional 
evidence helps meet the requirements of the unit. 

http://employabilityskills.training.com.au/
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It is recommended that before reading the assessment tools, you look at the unit on which they are based - 
VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes. 

The sample tools include the following: 

Assessment Tool 1 - Instructions to the learner 

Assessment Tool 2 - Teacher Checklist   

Assessment Tool 3 - Student Assessment Task Planning Sheet   

Assessment Tool 4 - Student Story board 

Assessment Tool 5 - Peer Feedback Sheet 

Assessment tool 6- Sample questions to assess Required Skills and Knowledge 
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Assessment Tool 1 - Instructions to the Learner  

Graffiti 
Digital Story 
This assessment task asks you to create a digital story in response to the topic of Graffiti that we 
have been looking at.  

 

There are three parts to the task. 

1. Your planning  

You will need to submit evidence of your planning: 

a) Planning sheet (handout 1) 

b) Storyboard (handout 2) 

c) Draft with edits from your partner or teacher 

2. Your digital story 

Your digital story needs to:  

 include your original writing 

 match your purpose as stated in your planning 
sheet.  

 run for at least one minute 

  may use music and /or narration as well. 

3. Presentation and feedback 

You will be presenting your story to the rest of the group. This will include: 

 a short introduction (use points from your planning sheet) 

 answering questions from the group after your presentation 

 giving constructive feedback to other members of the group after their presentations.  

ES By doing this task you 

will be developing a 
number of Employability 
Skills (ES), for example: 
Communication, Problem-
Solving. 
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Assessment Tool 2 - Teacher Checklist      Student name:       Group: 

Critical evidence  Evidence provided Comments Employability Skills and Facets  Date 

Identifies audience for digital story 

Element  1 & 3 – PC 1.2, 3.1 

 

 

  Communication 

-writes a text of limited complexity relevant to 
own purposes 

-writes to audience needs 

-select communication medium to match 
purpose 

-shares ideas and opinions about the digital 
story 

Problem solving 

-sources information and resources to develop 
digital story 

- solves problems in routine contexts 

Planning and Organising 

-plans processes and stages of digital story 

-collects, analyses and organizes information 
for the digital story 

-works within timelines to complete the digital 
story 

  

Identifies purpose for digital story 

Element  1 & 3 PC 1.2, 3.2. 

     

Plans, drafts and reviews content 

-locates information 

-selects format eg size of words, 
visuals, colour 

Element 2 & 3 PC 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 
3.2, 3.3, 3.4 

    

 

 

 

Describes features of digital story eg  

-format 

-visuals 

-opinions, facts, main ideas 

-language to match purpose 

Required skills & knowledge 
Element 2 & 3 PC 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.2 

    

 

 

 

Uses 

 -correct sentence forms  

-appropriate vocabulary 

Required skills & knowledge, 
Element 2 & 3 2.5, 3.3  

    

 

 

 

Uses generic grammatical forms eg 
personal pronouns 

Required skills & knowledge 

      

Sequences events in digital story 
Element 2 and 3 PC 2.3, 3.2 

      

Final text is effective and accurate 

Element 2 & 3 PC 2.5,  3.3,  
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Assessment Tool - Teacher Checklist   

Above is a sample assessment criteria checklist for part of unit VBQU136  Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes. Please note that the critical evidence 
for assessment has been compiled from a combination of the elements, performance criteria, skills and knowledge and critical aspects of evidence for this unit.  

The prominent Employability Skills developed through this assessment task have also been noted in relation to the critical evidence. These Employability Skills are largely 
based on the Employability Skills Summary for the Certificate I in General Education for Adults. Please note that not all Employability Skills need to be covered in an 
assessment task. 
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Assessment Tool 3 - Student Assessment Task Planning Sheet    

Name…………
…………………
Group:………. 

WHO/WHAT/WHY? Possible answers Employability Skills 

Who am I talking to?/ 
writing for? 

 

 

 

 

 My peers 

 My teacher 

 The general public 

 Readers of a website 

 Graffiti artists 

 Local council 

 Other 

  

What main point am I 
trying to make?  

 

 

 Graffiti is fun 

 There are two sides to 
the issue 

 People are confused 

 There is more to it than 
you know 

 It is art 

 Other 

  

How am I going to get 
that idea across to the 
audience?  

 

 

 Tell a story 

 Make a documentary 

 Tell them some facts 

 Present two sides 

 Other 

  

How do I want the 
audience/reader to 
feel after viewing my 
story?  

 Excited 

 Interested 

 Angry 

 Curious 

 Other 

  

What do I need to do 
next? 

 Write a draft 

 Make a mock up 

 Do more reading  

 Collect images- decide 
what to use 

 Other 
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 Assessment Tool 4 - Student Story Board   

 

 

    

Images 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Transitions 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Effects 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Voiceover 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Soundtrack 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

    

Images 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Transitions 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Effects 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Voiceover 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Soundtrack 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Assessment Tool 5 - Peer Feedback Sheet  

Name of presenter: ……………………………………………. 

Date: ………………………….. 

Feedback sheet completed by : ……………………………………………… 

Instructions 

Use this sheet to keep a record of what you notice about the digital story presentation made by another 
member of your group.  

Help their learning by giving constructive ideas in the space at the end of the checklist.  

Description / 

Your introduction explains what you were aiming for  

You are clear about your intended audience  

Your digital story kept your audience interested  

You used appropriate words and pictures to make your point   

The digital story created the effect you want  

Your digital story made sense because it is in order  

Your digital story ran for a minute or more  

Your digital story was effective  

You answered questions clearly  

Comments 

What I particularly liked about your presentation was 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Something you could do next time to make it even better is 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Assessment Tool 6 - Sample Questions To Assess 

Required Skills And Knowledge  

VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes  

All of the items listed under Required Skills and Knowledge are essential to successful 
completion of the unit. Most of the requirements can be met by the learner in the written texts 
produced. Additional skills and knowledge can be assessed via oral questioning. The questions 
in the following table have been written to give you some ideas for assessing the learner‘s 
underpinning knowledge. Responses could be oral, written, or a combination of the two. The 
questions could be conducted in a class discussion. 

Sample question  Response  - Record below Satisfactory / not satisfactory 

Can you tell me about the 
kinds of people you would 
want to read this? 

  

How have you made your 
writing and presentation of 
the text suit their interests? 

  

Would any other groups or 
individuals be interested? 
What changes would you 
need to make to the style or 
presentation? 

  

Where did you find the 
information you needed for 
this Digital Story? 

  

How did you decide where 
to look for information? 

  

Can you talk a bit about the 
writing you have done here 
and how you checked it 
was accurate?  
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Record Keeping  

When you have collected sufficient evidence from the learner, using a variety of assessment 
methods, complete the following record, provide a brief list of the evidence gathered, and add 
comments, if relevant. 

 

The learner can (tick): Evidence gathered/comments 

    

    

    

    

    

VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes: Assessment result 

Learner name _____________________________________________________________  

 Competent  Not yet competent 

Learner has been informed of outcome Date / / 

Further action required (specify)   

 __________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________  

Assessor name ______________________________________________________________  

Assessor signature _______________________________________ Date / / 
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Key points 

 When developing or modifying resources check the requirements of the CGEA Curriculum 
Document, the AQTF Standards for Registered Training Organisations and the Training 
Package assessment guidelines for any imported units of competency that you are using. 

 Use a range of methods and collect evidence over a period of time to ensure the learner 
can demonstrate competence in an appropriate range and variety of situations. 

 Where possible, integrate assessment of units or modules but keep in mind that evidence 
must be gathered to meet the performance criteria or outcomes for each unit or module 
involved, and that achievement must be identified and recorded separately for each 
individual unit or module. 

FAQs 

Q Do I have to use all of these activities/tools? 

A The examples in this section cover some of the requirements for unit VBQU136 Create 
texts of limited complexity for personal purposes. You may need to use different or 
additional assessment tools for this unit and other units or modules. The important thing to 
remember is to use a range of methods and collect evidence over a period of time to 
ensure the learner can demonstrate competence in an appropriate range and variety of 
situations. 

Q After I have decided that my student has met the evidence requirements and has 
completed the unit successfully, what records do I need to keep for auditing purposes?  

A The AQTF 2007 does not specify how much evidence RTOs must keep for auditor scrutiny 
and to demonstrate their compliance with the AQTF 2007 Standards. Current practices 
vary enormously. Putting a figure on the amount of evidence that must be retained by 
RTOs (and made accessible for audit) introduces an artificial construct into a process that 
should be guided by the professional judgements of RTOs, and auditors. To do otherwise 
introduces a ―one size fits all‖ approach into AQTF audits of RTOs that does not take into 
account major variations between RTOs, particularly in their size and scope of registration. 
Your RTO will have guidelines which should be reviewed periodically. The important thing 
is to make sure your assessment tools meet the AQTF by using a range of validation 
methods. 

Q How can I refresh my assessment skills? 

A Use the Self Assessment for teachers in the Appendix D 

Re-read the following units from the TAA04 Training Package: 

 TAAASS401C Plan and organise assessment 

 TAAASS402C Assess competence 

 TAAASS404B Participate in assessment validation 

 taaass403b develop assessment tools 

Q  Why can‘t I find the Employability Skills Summary for CGEA qualifications when I go to the 
online repository (http://employabilityskills.training.com.au/) 

http://employabilityskills.training.com.au/
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A This online repository is only for Employability Skills Summaries for Training Package 
qualifications. The CGEA curriculum document contains the summaries for the CGEA 
qualifications. 

Further information 

Employability Skills  There are a number of useful resources on Employability Skills on 
the following website which will assist in fostering, assessing and 
reporting on Employability Skills. 

http://www.training.com.au/portal/site/public/menuitem.14f6c7b28c8398cf
49be0a1c17a62dbc 

A professional development resource for teachers of language, 
literacy and numeracy programs has been developed to support 
the identification of Employability Skills in their programs and teach 
their learners to make the links between their learning and these 
Skills. The resource also supports VET practitioners understand 
the cultural implications of the specific facets identified as part of 
each Employability Skill, It can be found at 
http://tls.vu.edu.au/employability_skills/index.html. 

A learner guide to support learners in language, literacy and 
numeracy programs understand and apply Employability Skills can 
be found at http://tls.vu.edu.au/employability_skills/l_guide/index.htm 

National Training 
Information Service (NTIS) 

www.ntis.gov.au 

The NTIS provides a search and browse function that allows you to find 
specific Training Packages, qualifications, courses, units of competency, 
and RTOs. You can download all or part of a Training Package, including 
assessment guidelines. 

It also provides links to ‗noted‘ (assessed as suitable through the 
National Training Quality Council) resources already developed for some 
units and Training Packages. 

Style Guide: Training 
Package Support Materials 

http://www.dest.gov.au/sect
ors/training_skills/publicatio
ns_resources/profiles/anta/
profile/anta_style_guide_tra
ining_package_support_ma
terials.htm 

This document provides guidelines on writing support materials in a 
range of formats and advice on editing and technical requirements for 
publication. 

It contains a series of checklists for use by designers, desktop 
publishers, writers and project managers. 

Training Package 
Assessment Materials Kit 
http://www.dest.gov.au/sect
ors/training_skills/publicatio
ns_resources/profiles/anta/
profile/kit_to_support_asse
ssor_training_no_4.htm 

This set of 10 guides provides a range of tools and resources to improve 
assessment practices. Each guide covers a specific aspect of 
assessment and includes case studies and useful templates. 

 

http://www.training.com.au/portal/site/public/menuitem.14f6c7b28c8398cf49be0a1c17a62dbc
http://www.training.com.au/portal/site/public/menuitem.14f6c7b28c8398cf49be0a1c17a62dbc
http://tls.vu.edu.au/employability_skills/index.html
http://tls.vu.edu.au/employability_skills/l_guide/index.htm
http://www.ntis.gov.au/
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/anta_style_guide_training_package_support_materials.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/anta_style_guide_training_package_support_materials.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/anta_style_guide_training_package_support_materials.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/anta_style_guide_training_package_support_materials.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/anta_style_guide_training_package_support_materials.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/anta_style_guide_training_package_support_materials.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/kit_to_support_assessor_training_no_4.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/kit_to_support_assessor_training_no_4.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/kit_to_support_assessor_training_no_4.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/kit_to_support_assessor_training_no_4.htm
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/training_skills/publications_resources/profiles/anta/profile/kit_to_support_assessor_training_no_4.htm
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Training Package 
Development Handbook  

http://www.tpdh.deewr.gov.
au/ 

This handbook provides guidelines for Training Package developers. It 
includes advice on developing support materials for units of competency. 

Training Packages @ work 

http://www.tpatwork.com/D
efault.asp 

For further advice on support materials, including how to assess the 
quality of support materials, read the article headed ‗Delivery basics: 
training and assessment resources and support materials‘ in Back 2 
Basics, which can be downloaded from this site. 

Training Support Network 

http://trainingsupport.otte.vi
c.gov.au/default.cfm?menu
=1 

Download or order the CGEA Curriculum Document and executive 
(curriculum) summaries for each of the CGEA courses from this site. This 
site also provides free VET teaching resources, and links to teacher 
networks and curriculum maintenance managers. 

 

http://www.tpdh.deewr.gov.au/
http://www.tpdh.deewr.gov.au/
http://www.tpatwork.com/Default.asp
http://www.tpatwork.com/Default.asp
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/default.cfm?menu=1
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/default.cfm?menu=1
http://trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au/default.cfm?menu=1
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APPENDIX A – SAMPLE PROGRAMS 

Certificate I II program for learners wanting to return to study  

Core units  

VBQU155 120103 Evaluate pathway options, design a learning plan and 
compile a portfolio  

10 

Core Skills - Reading  

VBQU156 120103 Engage with a range of complex texts for personal purposes  25 

VBQU157 120103 Engage with a range of complex texts for learning purposes 25 

Core Skills - Writing  

VBQU161 120103 Create a range of complex texts for learning purposes  25 

Core Skills – Numeracy and Mathematics  

VBQU163 120103 Analyse and evaluate numerical and statistical information 50 

Special Interest Electives  

VBQU131 120199 Plan and undertake a project  30 

BSBEBUS401A  Conduct online research 35 

BSBCMN213A  Produce simple word processed documents  60 

TOTAL NOMINAL HOURS 260  
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Sample Certificate I program: family literacy  

Core units  

VBQU130 120103 Develop and document a learning plan and portfolio  10 

VBQU131 120199 Plan and undertake a project  30 

Core Skills - Reading  

VBQU132 120103 Engage with texts of limited complexity for personal 
purposes  

20 

VBQU133 120103 Engage with texts of limited complexity for learning 
purposes  

20 

VBQU135 120103 Engage with texts of limited complexity to participate in 
the community  

20 

Core Skills - Writing  

VBQU136 120103 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes  20 

VBQU137 120103 Create texts of limited complexity for learning purposes  20 

VBQU138 120103 Create texts of limited complexity to participate in the 
community  

20 

Core Skills – Numeracy and Mathematics  

VBQU139 120103 Work with time, money and directions in familiar 
situations 

60 

VBQU140 120103 Work with measurement and design in familiar 
situations 

60 

Special Interest Electives  

MNCG1026A1  Operate a computer to produce documents 20 

VBQM475 120199 Local Orientation 20 

VBQM476 120199 Education in Australia 20 

VBQM478 120199 Australian Art and Culture 30 

TOTAL NOMINAL HOURS 370  

 

                                                             

 

1
 You must check the assessment guidelines in the parent Training Package 
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Sample Certificate I program for learners in a rural area  

Core units  

VBQU130 120103 Develop and document a learning plan and portfolio  10 

VBQU131 120199 Plan and undertake a project  30 

Core Skills - Reading  

VBQU134 120103 Engage with texts of limited complexity for employment purposes  20 

VBQU133 120103 Engage with texts of limited complexity for learning purposes  20 

VBQU135 120103 Engage with texts of limited complexity to participate in the 
community  

20 

Core Skills - Writing  

TDTE497B1 120103 Prepare workplace documents 20 

VBQU137 120103 Create texts of limited complexity for learning purposes  20 

VBQU138 120103 Create texts of limited complexity to participate in the community  20 

Core Skills – Numeracy and Mathematics  

VBQU139 120103 Work with time, money and directions in familiar situations 60 

VBQU140 120103 Work with measurement and design in familiar situations 60 

Special Interest Electives  

MNCG1026A   Operate a computer to produce documents 20 

RTE1005A   Support horticultural production 15 

RTC1701A   Follow basic chemical safety rules 10 

VBQU176 120199 Explore chemicals and change  20 

TOTAL NOMINAL HOURS 355 

                                                             

 
1
 You must check the assessment guidelines in the parent Training Package 
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APPENDIX B – CGEA OVERVIEW 

Skills at entry  Level of CGEA  Course requirements 

 emerging literacy and numeracy skills 

 may have some skills at level 1 of 
National Reporting System (NRS).  

 Participants should have sufficient 
communication skills to undertake 
assessment.  

 21770VIC Course in Initial General 
Education for Adults 

 1 Core Unit: VBQU105 Develop a Learning Plan with support 

3 Core Skills units: Reading, Choose from: 

VBQU106 Engage with short simple texts for personal purposes 

VBQU107 Engage with short simple texts for learning purposes 

VBQU108 Engage with short simple texts for employment purposes 

VBQU109 Engage with short simple texts to participate in the community 

3 Core Skills units: Writing, Choose from: 

VBQU110 Create short simple texts for personal purposes 

VBQU111 Create short simple texts for learning purposes  

VBQU112 Create short simple texts for employment purposes  

VBQU113 Create short simple texts to participate in the community 

2 Core Skills units: Numeracy, Choose from 

VBQU114 Recognise time, money and directions  

VBQU115 Recognise measurement and design 

VBQU116 Recognise numerical and statistical information 

Special Interest Electives:  Choose units to a total of  60 – 70 hours  
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Skills at entry  Level of CGEA  Course requirements 

 literacy and numeracy skills at least 
equivalent to 21770VIC Course in Initial 
General Education for Adults which is 
equivalent to the National Reporting 
System (NRS) Level 1 for Reading and 
Writing and partially equivalent to Level 1 
for Numeracy. 

 Level 1 on the NRS use of language, 
literacy, and numeracy requires: 

 comprehending and or producing simple 
texts which are typically short and explicit 

 recognising, using, checking on, and 
communicating straight forward 
mathematical procedures and 
representations 

 relate to immediate contexts 

 with extensive and structured support 
required. 

 21771VIC Certificate I 
(Introductory) in General 
Education for Adults 

 2 Core units:  

VBQU117 Develop and document a learning plan and portfolio with guidance 

VBQU118 Conduct a project with guidance 

3 Core Skills units: Reading Choose from: 

VBQU119 Engage with simple texts for personal purposes  

VBQU120 Engage with simple texts for learning purposes  

VBQU121 Engage with simple texts for employment purposes  

VBQU122 Engage with simple texts to participate in the community 

3 Core Skills units: Writing. Choose from: 

VBQU123 Create simple texts for personal purposes  

VBQU124 Create simple texts for learning purposes  

VBQU125 Create simple texts for employment purposes  

VBQU126 Create simple texts to participate in the community 

2 Core Skills units: Numeracy. Choose from: 

VBQU127 Work with time, money and directions in simple everyday situations 

VBQU128 Work with simple measurement and design  

VBQU129 Work with simple numerical and statistical information 

Special Interest Electives:  Choose units to a total of 80-100 hrs 
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Skills at entry  Level of CGEA  Course requirements 

 literacy and language skills at least 
equivalent to 21771VIC Certificate I 
(Introductory) in General Education for 
Adults which is equivalent to National 
Reporting System (NRS) Level 2. 
Participants in the 21772VIC Certificate I 
in General Education for Adults should 
have numeracy skills at least equivalent to 
NRS Level 1. 

 Level 2 on the NRS use of language and 
literacy requires: 

 comprehending and/or producing 
structurally simple and cohesive texts 
which are typically short and explicit 

 in familiar and predictable contexts 

 with access to structured support as 
required 

 21772VIC Certificate I in General 
Education for Adults 

 2 Core units:  

VBQU130 Develop and document a learning plan and portfolio 

VBQU131 Plan and undertake a project  

3 Core Skills units: Reading. Choose from: 

VBQU132 Engage with texts of limited complexity for personal purposes  

VBQU133 Engage with texts of limited complexity for learning purposes 

VBQU134 Engage with texts of limited complexity for employment purposes 

VBQU135 Engage with texts of limited complexity to participate in the community 

3 Core Skills units: Writing 

VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes  

VBQU137 Create texts of limited complexity for learning purposes 

TDTE497B Prepare workplace documents 

VBQU138 Create texts of limited complexity to participate in the community 

2 Core Skills units: Numeracy 

VBQU139 Work with time, money and directions in familiar situations  

VBQU140 Work with measurement and design in familiar situations 

VBQU141 Work with numerical and statistical information in familiar situations 

Special Interest Electives:  Choose units to a total of 70 - 90 hrs 
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Skills at entry  Level of CGEA  Course requirements 

 literacy and numeracy skills at least 
equivalent to 21772VIC Certificate I in 
General Education for Adults which is 
equivalent to National Reporting System 
(NRS) Level 3. 

 Level 3 on the NRS use of language, 
literacy, and numeracy requires: 

 comprehending and/or producing 
cohesive texts which may be short, yet 
have some structural complexity 

 require identifying, applying, reflecting on, 
and communicating mathematical 
procedures and representations 

 in a number of contexts which may be 
interrelated 

 with some support readily available 

 21773VIC Certificate II in 
General Education for Adults 

 2 Core units:  

VBQU142 Research pathways and produce a learning plan and portfolio 

VBQU143 Implement and review a project 

2 Core Skills units: Reading. Choose from: 

VBQU144 Engage with a range of texts of some complexity for personal purposes  

VBQU145 Engage with a range of texts of some complexity for learning purposes 

VBQU146 Engage with a range of texts of some complexity for employment purposes 

VBQU147 Engage with a range of texts of some complexity to participate in the community 

2 Core Skills units: Writing. Choose from: 

VBQU148 Create a range of texts of some complexity for personal purposes  

VBQU149 Create a range of texts of some complexity for learning purposes  

VBQU150 Create routine workplace documents  

VBQU151 Create a range of texts of some complexity to participate in the community 

2 Core Skills units: Numeracy. Choose from: 

VBQU152 Investigate and interpret measurements and related formulae for everyday purposes 

VBQU153 Investigate, interpret and produce numerical and statistical information  

VBQU154 Investigate and use simple mathematical formulae for everyday purposes 

Special Interest Electives:  Choose units to a total of 60 – 80 hrs 
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Skills at entry  Level of CGEA  Course requirements 

 literacy and numeracy skills at least 
equivalent to 21773VIC Certificate II in 
General Education for Adults which is 
equivalent to National Reporting System 
(NRS) Level 4. 

 Level 4 on the NRS use of language, 
literacy, and numeracy requires: 

 comprehending and/or producing 
structurally intricate texts which may 
involve complex relations between pieces 
of information. 

 require selecting, applying, reflecting on, 
and communicating a range of 
mathematical procedures and 
representations. 

 within a variety of contexts. 

 with support available if required. 

 21774VIC Certificate III in 
General Education for Adults 

 1 Core unit: Learning Plan: 

VBQU155 Evaluate pathway options, design a learning plan and compile a portfolio 

Core Skills and Special Interest Electives: Select units to a maximum of 230- 250 hours. 

At least 4 units must be chosen from Reading or Writing or Numeracy & Mathematics: 

VBQU156 Engage with a range of complex texts for personal purposes  

VBQU157 Engage with a range of complex texts for learning purposes  

VBQU158 Engage with a range of complex texts for employment purposes  

VBQU159 Engage with a range of complex texts to participate in the community  

VBQU160 Create a range of complex texts for personal purposes  

VBQU161 Create a range of complex texts for learning purposes  

PSPGOV313A Compose workplace documents 

VBQU162 Create a range of complex texts to participate in the community  

VBQU163 Analyse and evaluate numerical and statistical information  

VBQU164 Use algebraic techniques to analyse mathematical problems  

VBQU165 Use formal mathematical concepts and techniques to analyse and solve problems 
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APPENDIX C – ELECTIVES OVERVIEW 

If you think that your students would benefit from doing an elective that is not listed in this table at the Certificate level 
being delivered, this is possible as long as they have not already completed the unit successfully in another certificate. 

Units/ 
modules 

Title Initial Intro I II III 

VBN047 Jobseeking      

VBQU166 Develop verbal communication skills       

VBQU167 Use computer language and perform simple computing tasks      

VBQU168 Access the internet for language learning       

VBQU169 Complete a project with support      

VBQU170 Communicate with others in familiar and predictable contexts      

VBQU171 Participate in a practical placement      

VBQU172 Undertake a simple investigation of science in the community      

VBQU173 Undertake a simple investigation of health and well being      

VBQU174 Undertake a simple investigation of an environmental issue       

VBQU175 Undertake a simple investigation of physical behaviour of energy and 
matter 

     

VBQU176 Undertake a simple investigation of chemical behaviour of matter       

VBQU177 Undertake a simple investigation of how the earth, moon and sun interact       

VBQU178 Undertake a simple investigation of factors for continuity of life      

VBQU179 Investigate the impact of science in the community      

VBQU180 Investigate the characteristics of living things      

VBQU181 Investigate an environmental issue      

VBQU182 Investigate the solar system      

VBQU183 Investigate chemical behaviour of common substances      

VBQU184 Investigate energy, force and matter      

VBQU185 Analyse science in the community      

VBQU186 Design and review a project      

VBQU735 Investigate continuity of life      

VBQM474 Australian Environmental Issues      

VBQM475 Community Options      

VBQM476 The Education System      

VBQM477 Health Care      

VBQM478 Arts in Australia       

VBQM479 Indigenous History      

VBQM480 Elections and Government      

VBQM481 The Legal System      

VBQM482 Driving and owning a car      

VBQM483 Events in Australian History      

VBQM484 Investigating Current Issues      
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APPENDIX D – TEMPLATES 

The following self assessment can be used as a starting point. Use the information in this 
Guide, Section B of the CGEA curriculum document, and AQTF 2007 to guide you. 

Self Assessment for teachers developing assessment 

 Yes No 

Can you identify the purpose of assessment?   

Do you understand the assessment context?   

Do you understand assessment strategy?   

Can you find the assessment guidelines of a Training Package?   

Do you understand when the assessment leads to a Statement of Attainment or a full 
qualification? 

  

Do you understand competency assessment?   

Do you understand competence?   

Can you 'unpack' a unit of competency to identify possible sources of evidence?   

Can assessors collect a range of evidence?   

Do you know how to collect evidence from third parties?   

Do you know how you design simulations?   

Do you understand different types of assessment tools?   

Do you understand how to make the assessment fair, valid, reliable and flexible?   

Do you understand validation practices that are used?   

Do you understand mechanisms for providing feedback to the applicants?   

Do you understand your RPL policy and procedures?   

Do you understand what documentation is used?   

Do you understand how to provide information to applicants?   

Do you understand the learning and assessment strategies for the delivery of Training 
Packages and accredited courses? 

  

Do you understand how assessment strategies will be developed in conjunction with 
industry? 

  

Do you understand the documentation system?   

Do you understand the validation procedures?   

Do you understand how you identify learner needs?   

Do you understand evidence?   
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SAMPLE ASSESSMENT AND RECORD-KEEPING 

TOOLS 

The following sample templates are samples only. The samples are included for your 
information and can be adapted to suit the needs of your organisation and learner group.  
There is no ‗one size fits all‘ format for assessment tools or for record keeping. 

1.  Sample Training and Assessment Strategy 

Name of RTO Sample information included here for some sections of the form 

Delivery period July – December 2008 

Code and title of 
qualification 

[Full & correct training product details] 

21772VIC Certificate I in  General Education for Adults 
 

Units of competency  Code Title Core/Elective  
(C or E) 

VBQU132 Engage with texts of limited complexity for 
personal purposes 

CORE 

VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal 
purposes 

CORE 

 Additional units may be added here to broaden 
the cluster e.g. project, technology units 

 

   

Client(s) The key clients for this qualification are: 

 1. [Client group and associated needs] YOUTH GROUP – mainly learners who 
have had negative experiences at school and are returning to education after a 
break. Need supportive environment 

 2. motivation and attendance a problem – need to use relevant resources 

 3. homelessness and drug use have impacted on some of the learners 

Delivery and 
assessment 

arrangements 

Duration 

The program is delivered over a period of 1 semester 

Alignment with units of competency 

Program area Name 
(name given to each 
cluster of units) 

Unit(s) of competency 

GRAFFITI VBQU132 Engage with texts of limited complexity for 
personal purposes 

 

VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for 
personal purposes 

 

Additional units may be added here to broaden the 
cluster e.g. project, technology units 
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 Learning Pathways and Delivery Methods 

[Broad outline of the major approaches to skill development eg. traineeship/workplace-based delivery, 
institution-based delivery, etc] 

Classroom-based and excursions. Skill development in technology for digital 
story writing, and use of computers for internet and online texts. 

[Details of the specific training and learning activities and methods used to develop the knowledge and 
skills that underpin the units of competency] 

Selection of a range of texts on the subject ‘graffiti’ to develop reading and 
writing skills, vocabulary and expressions related to the topic. Viewing 
documentaries on graffiti. Group discussion 

[Details regarding the way in which the training may be customised to suit the various client groups 
identified above, examples of typical scenarios, etc] 

Excursions in local community to observe examples of graffiti in situ. Guest 
speakers including former students who have completed a graffiti project for 
the local council. Role plays and discussions 

Organisational Responsibilities 

[Details of those organisations involved and the roles each will play (ie. ‗partnership arrangements] 

Evidence-gathering techniques  

Program area A B C D E F G H 

GRAFFITI  √  √ √ √ √  

         

         

         

KEY:  A-Demonstration, B-Questioning, C-Interview, D-Scenario—problem solving, 
E-Role play, F-Case study, G-Portfolio , H-Critical incident report 

Delivery and 
assessment staff 

Staff member 

 

Program Area(s) Involvement 

(T = Teach A = 
Assess) 

Competencies 

(V=Vocational 
A=Assess) 

    

Assessment 
validation process 

[Details of how assessment strategies are/have been validated by industry 
stakeholders] 

The processes used to validate assessment activity in this program are: 

 Meeting for moderation of assessment tools 

 Analysing and reviewing collected evidence 

 Peer review 

 Team assessment 

Infrastructure 
requirements  

(A tick indicates that 
the RTO has the 
required 
infrastructure.) 

  Resource 

 Equipment 

 venue details, etc 

Program manager’s 
endorsement: 

[signature] 

Date:  

Adapted from: Learning and Assessment Strategy Outline Template,  Learning and Assessment Strategies 
– Part 2: Resource Guide (ANTA, 2002). 
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2.  Sample Record of Results 

(Training Provider name) Record of assessment results 

Student Details Assessor details 

Name: Name:  

Qualification enrolled in:  

21772VIC Certificate I in General Education for 
Adults 

Position:  

Teacher 

VBQU132 Engage with texts of limited complexity for personal purposes 

VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes 

Elements Summary of evidence provided 

Locate personally relevant information in 
everyday texts of limited complexity 

Teacher observation reports indicated that student has: 

 Located personally relevant texts on a minimum of 3 
occasions 

 Read and interpreted a range of texts on a minimum 
of 3 occasions 

 Evaluated a range of personally relevant texts on a 
minimum of 3 occasions 

 Researched everyday texts relevant to personal 
need on a minimum of 3 occasions 

Student has maintained a log recording texts accessed 

Student has responded to oral questions about meaning and 
relevance of texts 

 

Read and interpret a range of everyday 
personally relevant texts of limited complexity 

Evaluate a range of personally relevant texts of 
limited complexity 

Research everyday and less familiar texts types 
relevant to personal need 

Required knowledge and skills 

Produce non prose texts of limited complexity for 
personal purposes 

Student has maintained a portfolio with a minimum of 3 text 
types, across different genres 

Produce prose text of limited complexity for 
personal purposes 

Assessment decision □   Competent    □   Not yet competent 

Follow-up required: 

Gaps in performance:  

 

Results discussed and agreed to: Comments and future action discussed: 

  □YES                   □  NO            □YES                   □  NO 

 

Student signature:  
 

Date:  

Assessor signature: 
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3.  Sample Writing Portfolio instructions 

21772VIC Cert I in General Education for Adults 

Portfolio for:  VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes 

VBQU137 Create texts of limited complexity for learning purposes 

VBQU138 Create texts of limited complexity to participate in the 
community 

Due date:  

Description of the 
portfolio: 

 

General overview 

Your portfolio should include samples of your writing.  

Assessment criteria for each piece included in the portfolio. 

 Writing is appropriate to reader / audience, and the purpose of the piece of writing 

 Writing is organised according to a plan. 

 You have completed a draft which your teacher has commented on. 

 You have a final copy which shows you have made changes according to what has been suggested. 

 

Presentation of the portfolio: 

Include an index of the pieces you have selected, with the date. 

The portfolio should include samples of writing you have created. Include a draft with teacher feedback.  

If any one else has given you feedback (other students), include that also. 

If you have done any research for any of the written pieces, include that also. 

 

Progress and feedback 

This portfolio should be ongoing, to include samples of work you do while you are attending classes. 

The portfolio will be checked by your teacher who will provide feedback.  

The final presentation will be on the agreed date. 
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4.  Sample Writing Portfolio evaluation  

Evaluation of Portfolio  

Name of student:  

Qualification: 21772VIC Cert I in General Education for Adults 

Unit(s): VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes 

VBQU137 Create texts of limited complexity for learning purposes 

VBQU138 Create texts of limited complexity to participate in the community 

Name of assessor:  

Requirements of the unit of competency 

The contents of the portfolio provided satisfactory evidence of the candidate‘s ability to 
produce texts which: 

   

Yes No Unsure 

 are an appropriate text type for audience and purpose    

 locate and draw on materials for text content where relevant    

 demonstrate planning    

 sequence and link content appropriately.    

Evidence that student has proofread a draft    

Evidence that student has completed the final text building on feedback 
on draft 

   

Portfolio provides evidence that texts have been created on at least three occasions 
relevant to the unit purpose. Each occasion addresses a different text type, and includes 
evidence of a range of features within the texts which are consistent with those described 
in the Range Statement. 

   

    

Feedback on the portfolio: 

 

Following analysis of the evidence, the following issues require clarification during interview: 

 

 

Additional evidence is required in the following area: 

 

 

Signed by the assessor: 

 

Signed by the student: 

 Date: 
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5.   Record keeping  

The following table can be used to record examples of documentary evidence of the learner‘s 
competency. 

Evidence Provided 

Tick 

Comments 

Note whether evidence is valid and reliable 

Observation checklists completed by 
learner or teacher / assessor. 

  

Worksheets or checklists completed 
by learner 

  

Evidence of research and draft texts   

Portfolio of written pieces completed 
or created by learner  

  

Photos or other documents which 
record learner‘s contribution to 
requirements. 

  

Evidence of responses to oral 
questions  

  

Peer feedback   

Other evidence   

   

   

   

Evidence for VBQU136 Create texts of limited complexity for personal purposes 

Learner name ______________________________________________________________________  

Assessor name ____________________________________________________________________  

Assessor signature ____________________________________________ Date / / 
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6.  Assessment Tool checklist  

The following form can be used in moderation sessions to validate Assessment Tools. 

 

Review the assessment tool (s) against the following: Yes No 

Does the assessment address the Elements and Performance Criteria?   

Does the assessment obtain evidence to meet the requirements of the 
Evidence Guide (Critical Aspects)?  

  

Does the assessment allow the student to demonstrate the Required Skills 
and Knowledge required for the unit? 

  

Is it clear which Elements / Performance Criteria are being assessed? 
NB: if a task does not cover all Elements / Performance Criteria, it needs to 
indicate which Elements / Performance Criteria are being assessed 

  

Is the assessment designed to produce valid evidence? (Is it asking for more 
than required? Can every aspect of the task be related back to the unit? ) 

  

Does the assessment task produce sufficient evidence?   

Can evidence be gathered over a period of time?   

Can the evidence presented for assessment be authenticated? (e.g. group 
assessment) 

  

Does the assessment comply with the principles of fairness?   

Is the layout of the task reader friendly / accessible to the learner? Is the level 
of support required provided? 

  

Is the material used in the task culturally appropriate? 
  

Are all sign off requirements included: 

Date 

Unit details 

Signatures, assessor and trainee  
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APPENDIX E – GS & FE CURRICULUM 

ESL LITERACY AND NUMERACY 

21770V IC*  Course in Initial General Education for Adults  31.12.2011  

21771V IC*  Certificate I in General Education for Adults (Introductory)  31.12.2011  

21772V IC*  Certificate I in General Education for Adults  31.12.2011  

21773V IC*  Certificate II in General Education for Adults  31.12.2011  

21774V IC*  Certificate III in General Education for Adults  31.12.2011  

21938VIC Course in ESL 31.12.2013 

21936VIC Certificate I in ESL (Access) 31.12.2013 

21932VIC Certificate II in ESL (Access) 31.12.2013 

21933VIC Certificate III in ESL (Access) 31.12.2013 

21934VIC Certificate IV in ESL (Access) 31.12.2013 

21945VIC Certificate II in ESL (Employment) 31.12.2013 

21935VIC Certificate III in ESL (Employment) 31.12.2013 

21937VIC Certificate IV in ESL (Employment / Professional) 31.12.2013 

21939VIC Certificate III in ESL (Further Study) 31.12.2013 

21940VIC Certificate IV in ESL (Further Study) 31.12.2013 

21496V IC  Certificate I in ESL (Entry)  30.06.2009  

21497V IC  Certificate I in ESL (Access)  30.06.2009  

21498V IC  Certificate II in ESL (Access)  30.06.2009  

21499V IC  Certificate III in ESL (Access)  30.06.2009  

21500V IC  Certificate IV in ESL (Access)  30.06.2009  

21501V IC  Certificate III in ESL (Further Study)  30.06.2009  

21502V IC  Certificate IV in ESL (Further Study)  30.06.2009  

21503V IC  Certificate III in ESL (Employment)  30.06.2009  

21504V IC  Certificate IV in ESL (Employment)  30.06.2009  

21505V IC  Certificate IV in ESL (Professional)  30.06.2009  

PRE EMPLOYMENT / ACCESS 

21859VIC Certificate I in Mumgu-dhal tyama-tiyt  31.12.2012 

21860VIC Certificate II in Mumgu-dhal tyama-tiyt  31.12.2012  

21861VIC Certificate III in Mumgu-dhal tyama-tiyt  31.12.2012 

21571V IC*  Course in Introduction to Community & Major Events Volunteering  30.06.2009 

21625V IC  Certificate I in Vocational Preparation  31.12.2009  

21671V IC  Certificate I in Transition Education  31.12.2010  

21672V IC  Certificate I in Work Education  31.12.2010  

21896VIC  Course in Recognised  Informal Learning 31.12.2011 

PATHWAYS TO FURTHER STUDY 

21857VIC  Certificate III in Science  31.12.2012  

21858VIC  Certificate IV in Science  31.12.2012  

21793V IC*  Certificate IV in Liberal Arts  31.12.2011  

21794V IC*  Diploma of Liberal Arts  31.12.2011  

21695V IC*  Certificate IV in Further Education  31.12.2010  

21696V IC*  Diploma in Further Education  31.12.2010  

21841V IC*  Diploma in Applied Learning  30.06.2012  

21624V IC  Diploma of Interpreting  31.12.2009  

* ACFE*VRQA     All of the above are available from http//:trainingsupport.otte.vic.gov.au  

 


